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Item Price List! 
Set of Equipment (any type)  8 

Soldier Equipment:  
Buckler Shield and Short Sword 
Footman Equipment: 
Large Shield and Flail 
Shieldmen Equipment: 
Tower Shield and Dagger (you can throw the dagger). 
Axe Equipment:  
Long Axe 
Bowmen Equipment:  
Bow and 5 arrows. 
Polearms Equipment: 
Spear (you can throw it too!) or Double sided staff 
Bushi Equipment: 
Katana (the curved swords). 
Duelist Equipment: 
Broadsword and Dagger (you can throw the dagger). 
Infantry Equipment:  
Long Sword or Two-Handed Sword. 
Javelinere: 
A Javelin (throw or stab) and a Hand Axe (can throw too) 
Hammer Equipment: 
War Hammer and 1 Greave (protects one limb) 
Armored Bushi Equipment: 
Wakizashi and 1 Greave (protects one limb) 
Throwing Stars Equipment: 
5 Throwing Stars (only usable by Amazons) 
Rogue Equipment: 
Ninja-to Sword and Jitte 
Franciscan Equipment: 
Broadsword and Short Sword 
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Fencing Equipment: 
Saber 
Berserker Equipment: 
Mace and Short Sword 
Net Equipment: 
Net Packet (a small net that is AV=0 and if it hits a 
player renders them Snared and dealing -1 damage for 20 
seconds or until someone moves the net packet). 
(Throwing Stars can be substituted for Daggers) 

Armor  
 
Two Greaves (Zone 0-2 of each limb) 8 gold 
Leather (Zone 0-1):     8 gold  
Chainmail (Zone 0-2):    16 gold 
Half Platemail (Zone 0-3):   32 gold 
Full Platemail (Zone 0-3 + 4 in the back): 64 gold 
Helms 
Half Helm (Protects you from Knockout) 8 gold 
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Introduction to the Game: 
 What is Live Action Role Play?  Fantasy Warplay is not a game 
of simply hitting each other with padded sticks.  It is a Role Playing Game 
requiring players to take on a character and act as that character in a live 
setting.  It requires a certain amount of improvisational skill and dramatic 
flare to be a Live Action Role-player but once you get the hang of it, it 
becomes quite natural.  The first thing you have to do is create a character.  
Usually I recommend players to pick a character from a book they have 
read (Fantasy Novel or otherwise) start there.  You have to decide what 
you see your character doing.  Is this a Legolas figure leaping from log to 
bush firing arrows, and quizzically eyeing the people around him, or are 
you a hulking barbarian with the brain the size of a pea (i.e. Conan).  Once 
you have a sense of your character you can begin to shape it.  The first 
step is to choose a species for your character.  We use the basic Tolkien 
species of Human, Elf, Dwarf and Hobbit, but add in Centaurs.  There are 
other species you can be but for your first character these are the only ones 
available to you.  Some of the factors for each species may not be clear to 
you yet, but they will be as you continue. 

If you want more information on the Adult League, or you just 
want to know more about FanWar and the reasons we play, please visit the 
website at 
 
www.fanwar.com 
  
Enjoy! 
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Player Characters 
HUMANS 
SIZE: 3 
Notes: Humans are the common people and are well liked 
by almost everyone. They can use anything. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ELVES 

SIZE: 3 
Notes: Elves like to use bows and never die of old age.  
They tend to think of other people as not as good as 
they are and they love the woods.  Their minds are 
strong so they can’t be magically controlled. Their 
souls are fragile though. 

 
 
DWARVES 
SIZE: 2 
Notes: Dwarves are very tough and like to be on the 
ground.  They can see Secret Doors sometimes and can find 
their way around underground.  Can’t use Two Handed 
Weapons if they are longer than 3 feet. 
 
 
 
 
 

HOBBITS 
SIZE: 1 
Hobbits like to have fun and are good at finding things 
which they can do very quickly.  Can’t use Two Handed 
Weapons. 

 
 
 
CENTAURS 
SIZE: 4 
Notes: Centaurs are strong and fast and are nomadic, never 
living in one place for very long.  They tend not to trust 
other people.  Because they are so big they are fast and can 
carry a lot. 
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The Mechanics of Combat 
 
 Damaging: Fantasy Warplay is basically a game of "Tag." If you try to remember this 
throughout the game you will be in a much better position to not only play it well but 
play it safely. The object of combat is to "tag" your opponents. When someone is tagged 
we call them "damaged." Normally in Tag you tag with your hands. While that 
sometimes happens in Fantasy Warplay that is not the usual method. Usually you must 
tag with a weapon. The weapon can be anything from a simple foam Short Sword to a 
Javelin that can be thrown but 
ultimately the goal is always to 
"tag" not to beat down or bowl over 
as might be the case in real combat. 
In order to "tag" someone you must 
touch them with your weapon. No 
amount of force is necessary, a 
simple tap will suffice.  
Furthermore, just like in freeze tag, 
you can be tagged anywhere (with 
the exception of the head- for 
safety reasons- discussed below). It 
does not matter if you are "tagged" 
on your toe or your stomach, you 
are "damaged.” The only exceptions are the head, which is considered to be non-legal 
target for safety reasons. 
Rate of Recovery (ROR):  Rate of Recovery (ROR) is a number that represents how 
quickly your character can recover from wounds or effects (spells etc.) that are cast on 
her.  Most things that affect you will last 20 seconds. 
Missile Weapons: For the most part missile weapons are just like any other weapon you 
can tag with. The difference is that they can be thrown to tag someone at great distance. 
There are basically two classes of Missile Weapons, Thrown and Shot. 
(a) Thrown:  Thrown missile weapons are fairly obvious. They are weapons that can be 
thrown to strike someone. There are several different kind of thrown missile weapons 
including two kinds of Javelins, Light and Heavy as well a War Hammers and the like. 
The major different between a thrown missile weapon and a shot missile weapon is that 
the thrown weapon can also be used as a melee weapon, making it more versatile if not 
more effective.  
(b) Shot: We do not use bow in the traditional sense as the danger would be 
astronomical. Instead we use a symbolic bow and orange packets for arrows. The bow 
itself is a prop (though you may block with it), it must be held in the hand that is not 
throwing the arrows for the arrows to have any effect (otherwise you are considered to be 
throwing arrows at people- not very effective). Arrows are "up for grabs" by anyone who 
wants to pick them up.  
In Junior League FanWar all players get to have a few skills for free when they start out 
(you will need them to survive, believe me.  The two skills you start with are called First 
Aid and Knock Out. 
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First Aid: You may wake up players who are wounded by touching both 
hands to them and counting to their ROR (which is 20).  So, if your friend gets 
wounded and you want to help her, you can use this skill to get her back into 
the fight! 

Knock Out (IC): Tag someone on the upper part of their back between the 
shoulder blades with the pommel (back end) of your 
weapon and call “Knock Out: You’re unconscious!” to 
render that player unconscious.  It is just like they are 
wounded. 
 
 
 

 
Carrying People:  We use a system developed by NERO for carrying people who are 
unconscious (or otherwise out of combat) which is done by touching both arms to another 
players torso and calling out “Carrying” at which point the wounded player may stand up 
and move with you as long as you remain touching them.  You cannot fight or heal while 
carrying someone.  You may carry an enemy who is aware or unconscious but when they 
recover you may be in for a surprise!   You can’t carry people whose Size is bigger than 
yours. 
  Body Armor :  Body Armor affects the game by modifying WHERE a person must be 
hit to damage them. For example, if I have "Chain Mail" on, you can't just hit me 
anywhere, you must strike me in my torso to damage me, and blows to the arms and legs 
will have no effect. With these levels of Body Armor another element is added to the 
game, which really makes the finer points of combat necessary. Not only must you tag 
someone, you must tag them in the right spot.  There are several levels of armor, which 
are designated as follows.  
Suits of Armor 
a, Leather Armor (Green sash): Protects both arms up to the elbow and both legs up to 
the knee. (Zones 0-1) 
b, Chain Mail (Yellow sash): Protects arms up to the shoulder and legs up to the waist.  
(Zones 0-2) 
c, Half Plate (Red sash): Only vulnerable in the belly and lower back.  (Zones 0-3) 
d, Full Plate (Blue sash): Only vulnerable in belly. 
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Armor Zones. 

 
Gloves and Boots = 0   Leather Armor = 0-1  Chain Mail  = Protects 0-2  
Half Plate Mail  = Protects 0-3 Full-Plate Mail = 0-4 open only in the front. 
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 Attack Modifiers:  An attack modifier is something that changes the way you are 
attacking someone else.  Usually you just swing your sword at them and if you hit them 
where they are not armored, they are wounded.  But sometimes you get special abilities 
that allow you to cut through their armor or even their shields.  These kinds of attacks are 
called Armor Zone attacks.  One such attack is called AV 0.  If you have an attack that is 
AV 0 it means that your weapon cuts through everyone else’s armor like it wasn’t even 
there (like they have 0 AV get it?).  It is like having a Sword of Sharpness from the 
legends of Perseus.  AV 0 will cut through body armor, but not a shield or a sword, so 
your opponent can still block the attack, their body armor just won’t help them if you do 
tag them. 
Another kind of attack is called UB (it stands for UnBlockable) and it does just what it 
sound like, you can’t block it.  If you have a UB attack you can hit someone on their 
shield and they will still be wounded!  These kinds of attacks are super powerful and the 
only escape is to dodge! 
 Armor Zone (where the attack will affect you) 
AV 0 = attacks all armor as Armor Value 0. 
UB = as a Ball Spell attack, Unblockable damage. 

 
On Taking What Doesn’t Belong to You:  The age-old method of searching and looting 
the dead or incapacitated is a time honored tradition in Fantasy Warplay and indeed, 
almost every Role Playing Game. Thus I must take a moment to explain the rules for 
relieving your friends of their worldly goods.  As far as items go (shields, swords, wands) 
you need only call “Loot” and take the item from someone if they are unconscious (you 
don’t need to count to any number, simply take it).  Body Armor is a little trickier.  While 
you still need only call “Loot” to take the armor, it takes 10 seconds per AV of the armor 
to get the armor off their body (which is appropriate, it should take about 30 seconds to 
rip half plate off someone).  Keep in mind, that in the interest of realism, if you are 
carrying armor, you must have it in your hand and cannot use any items in that hand 
while carrying it. 
Searching people takes more time too.  Unless you are a thief (see Thief Skill) you must 
call “Search (type)” and count to 20 to search for a particular type of item on a person 
(i.e. money, keys, etc.).  When you reach 20 that player must turn over any of that type of 
item that they have. 
Now, there are many ways to keep your items from being taken.  In Fantasy Warplay, the 
thieves’ guild has a secret process for attaching items to your soul, and thus making them 
impossible to steal (except by a trained thief- you see why only the thieves’ guild could 
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conceive of such a thing!).  Having this done to your items is called having them “Glued” 
because it is like they are glued to you now and can’t be taken.  If someone tried to take 
an item that is glued to you, you can just say “Glued” and they know they can’t get it. 
This system makes the Thieves Guild very profitable, as they rake in money to make sure 
everything you own cannot be taken by anyone except them.  Of course they assure you 
that if something were to disappear off your person than they would know it was a 
member of the guild and could track them down… of course, there is the matter of the 
fee.  Well, they are thieves aren’t they! 
Now, any item that is dropped or thrown is able to be taken by someone else even if it is 
Glued to you because you are no longer holding onto it.  So if you thrown your spear, 
your enemy might pick it up and keep it. 
Shattered and Destroyed Items:  If an item is shattered or broken it deals no damage 
and does not function.  Armor that is shattered gives no protection, and a shield or sword 
that has been shattered is considered an extension of your body if someone strikes it! 
What happens when you are wounded or die:  If you are wounded, you are considered 
to be unconscious.  That means that you can’t call for help or tell other players what to 
do.  You may moan and make sounds of a wounded person so that other players can find 
you, but that is all.  If you are still wounded after the battle is over, the Game Master will 
tell you if you wake up and recover or if you die from your wounds.  Players who are 
dead cannot do anything!  You must simply lie motionless.   
Missile Spells: There are two kinds of missile spells, packet and ball. Both types of 
spells take their affect ONLY IF THEY HIT.  However, the packet must strike a player 
on the body (AV 0) whereas the more powerful ball takes effect even if it hits a shield or 
weapon of a player (UB).  A classic spell is “Fireball” which can be thrown and if it 
strikes a player anywhere, delivers its assigned damage! To facilitate game play, a wizard 
is REQUIRED TO CALL OUT THE NAME OF THE SPELL AND ITS DESCRIPTION 
WHEN THROWING THE PACKET OR BALL OR THERE IS NO EFFECT.   A spell 
is a spell and it needs a trigger phrase to be effective. 
Unlike many fantasy games with wizards who can conjure another fireball at will, you 
must retrieve your fireball to cast it again. In the world of Fantasy Warplay, wizards craft 
Spell Stones to store the mana necessary to cast their missile spells.  Each stone is 
enchanted with enough mana to cast the spell an indefinite amount of times but each 
stone can only be used for a single type of spell, which it has been keyed to (i.e. a Spell 
Stone of Fireball, a spell stone of Lightning Ray).  At the start of the day a Wizard 
activates the stones and they become coalesced energy that only the that wizard can 
interact with.  When a wizard casts the spell they are throwing the energy and calling out 
the trigger phrase to transform the energy into a spell.  After the spell has its effect the 
spell becomes a energy again and falls to the ground and the wizard must retrieve it to 
cast the spell again.  No one other than the wizard who crafted the stone can pick it 
up or interfere with it in any way. 
Once again, it is the responsibility of the person hit to know that they have been hit and 
what the results are (thus everyone needs to be familiar with the spells and skills that 
might take effect on them).  
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Character Generation 
Classes and Equipment:  Now that you have an understanding of the mechanics of 
combat you can get into the specifics of the class of you character and just what you 
would like them to be able to do.  Now don’t get all excited because everybody starts out 
at first level which means you will be fairly weak to start out and won’t even have a real 
“class” yet (you didn’t think we were going to let you waltz in the game as Gandalf did 
you!).  All characters start out as journeymen, seeking to earn enough experience to join a 
guild and thus pick a class. 
Equipment:  You receive 8 gold 
pieces to outfit your character.  You 
can use the money to buy any one of 
the Basic Equipment Sets to start out 
with.  The equipment sets are listed 
at the front of the book.  Each one 
costs 8 gold.  Remember that your 
Equipment does not determine your 
Class.  You can have Bowmen 
Equipment and become a Flame 
Mage!  Or you can have Dueling 
Equipment and become an Archer 
even though you don’t use a bow!  
As you get more money you can also 
buy several Equipment Sets and mix 
and match with your friends or just 
keep it all for yourself! 
 
Gaining Levels:  As you play Fantasy Warplay your character gains levels.  Levels are 
how much your character knows and how good she is.  For the first five levels you are 
called Journeymen and you don’t have any special abilities.  Once you get to level six 
though, you get to pick a class and get special abilities.  You can get more skills as you 
get higher level. 
 For levels 1-15, you will get one level per set you play (a set is a Three Hour 
Block of time) 
 For levels 16-20, you will get a level every 2 sets (6 hours of game time, or a 
whole day) 
 For levels 21-25, you will get a level every 3 sets (9 hours of game time) 
 For levels 26-30, you will get a level every 4 sets (12 hours of game time) 
 Players are not usually allowed to progress beyond level 30 without GM 
permission. 

Alignment:   Next you need to choose your characters alignment, or what their 
ethics and morals are.  In Fantasy Warplay every sentient being has an alignment that 
influences how that player sees the world and how they treat others etc.  (see notes on 
Role Playing in the following section).  We use basic Role Playing Game Alignments so 
if you are familiar with them you will know how to play your character but here is a list 
for new players.  In brief the characteristics of each are as follows.  Chaotic Evil, 
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unpredictable and set on destruction.  True Neutral, does what is best for herself.  
Lawful Good, always helpful, never kills on purpose.  Lawful Evil,  follows a set of evil 
and cruel rules set on death.  Chaotic Good, does what she believes best but obeys no 
rules.  In most games characters are not allowed to be Evil in Junior League. 

A character aligned with one of these forces MUST act appropriately or their 
alignment will permanently change to reflect there actions and they will have evoked the 
wrath or their gods by acting inappropriately.  If your GM says it is okay you may blend 
two or more of these alignments.  Please note that these alignments are not known to 
characters, they describe the way you act.  Thus, you cannot ask someone what alignment 
they are, their character would not understand what you mean. 

 
Jobs:  In the Junior League every play may select one Job (Trade/Craft) which 

they can do.  See below for choices.   You can usually get paid up to your level in your 
trade craft in Gold if you work at an event doing your Job.  Some Jobs have in game 
benefits (like Tracking which can allow you to find the people you are after) and others 
are more of out of game benefits (like Innkeeper which allows you to learn about more 
missions then are on the board). 
 
 
 

 1)  Cook/Chef  (can 
prepare raw food for 
eating.  Can sell food 
and drinks at an event.  
Work: at Inns and 
Markets.) 

 2)   Courtier  (can 
improve other players 
attitude towards you 
who are ½ your lvl or 
less or your lvl if of the 
opposite sex.  Work: as 
an escort.) 

 3)    Reading and 
Writing   (read/write + 
1 language per lvl.  
Work: as a scribe) 

 4)   Teaching  (can 
teach skills a party 
member has if the 
students lvl is equal to 
or less than yours in 
teacher.  Work: as 
teacher for all Guilds.) 

 5)  Area Search 
(search, but for an area.  
Work: finding objects 
for people.) 

 6)   Messenger (can 
remember 1 word per 
lvl written or heard.  
Trusted with 
information.  Work: 
delivering messages.) 
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 7)      Alchemist (Can 

identify potions and 
poisons.  Work: 
making potions 2X 
your level or less at ½ 
cost) 

 8)      Arts  (choice of 
genre –musician, poet, 
drawing etc.)  Can 
impress players your 
lvl or less in art. Work: 
at creating art worth ½ 
your lvl in Arts) 

 9)      Jester (can hold 
someone attention you 
lvl or less.  Work: as 
entertainment.) 

 10)   Locksmith  
(unlock locks that are 
your lvl.  Work: 
making locks that are 
2X your lvl at ½ cost) 

 11)   Blacksmith (can 
appraise metal items 
and tell what they are 
made of.  Work: fixing 
and making items that 
cost 2X your lvl at ½ 
cost) 

 12)   Tracking  (track 
people 2X your level 
or less and avoid 
people your lvl.  Work: 
track down people 
outside of town) 

 13)   
Seamstress/Tailor 
(can appraise cloth and 
leather items.  Work: 
fixing and making 
cloaks, hats, and 
clothing 2X lvl at ½ 
cost). 

 14) Enforcer  
(intimidate other 
players into fear whose 
lvl is X or less.  Work: 
as a guard.) 

 15)   Hunter  (Choose 
type: Fishing, 
Trapping, etc. can set 
traps for animals based 
on your type.  Work: 
catching animals to 
supply food to the 
town.) 

 16)   Peacekeeper 
(know if players your 
lvl or less are lying.  
Work: as Law 
Enforcement in local 
towns.)  

 17)   Small Boat 
Sailor /Builder (can 
sail your lvl in moves.  
Work: building boats 
worth 2X your lvl at ½ 
cost) 

 18)   Innkeeper (know 
where to find anyone 
2X your lvl in town.  
Work: finding out 
about 1 current event 
per lvl) 
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 19)Diplomat  (can 

negotiate and legally 
represent players-
successfully who's lvl 
is yours or less.  Work: 
as a lawyer or 
magistrate.) 

 20)   Gambler (+3% to 
gambling chances per 
lvl.  Work: in gambling 
halls.) 

 21)  Trader (+ or – 
2% to item prices when 
selling/buying per lvl.  
Work: as a Merchant 
helping to sell wares.) 

 22)   Historian  (can 
identify items lvl X or 
less.  Work: at 
researching about 1 
past events per lvl you 
are) 

 23)  Carpenter/Mason   
(can appraise 
wood/stone objects and 
tell types of 
wood/stone.  Work: at 
building  items cost = 
2X your lvl) 

 24)   Herbalist   (can 
prepare any Herbal 
Remedy that costs 2X 
your lvl.  Work: at 
finding Herbs worth 
your lvl 10% of the 
time + 10% per lvl)   

 25)   Miner   (Can find 
the way in or out of 
any cave, dungeon.  
Work: at building and 
excavating mines 
worth 2X your lvl) 

  Other   (anything you 
can think of provided 
you can clear it with 
your GM- perhaps 
Tinker, Explorer etc.)  
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THE CLASSES:  Even though you won’t need to select your class until you are 6th 
level, I want give you an idea of what each is like so that as you choose your skills and 
trades you can have a sense of where you might be heading. There are three basic types 
of characters, Warriors, Semi-Martials and Mages.  Warriors are the combat experts and 
as such can wear more armor.  Mages are those characters who rely on the power of 
words to create spells that they then cast for powerful magical effects though they cannot 
wear armor.  Semi-Martials class supplement both the mages and the warriors in that 
Semi-Martials can overlap into either category (i.e. you can make a ranger who is also a 
wizard OR a ranger who is also a warrior but not a wizard warrior).  The following Venn 
diagram is useful in understanding the system. 
 

 
Max Armor:  Many of the classes have armor restrictions labeled as Max Armor .  
These restrictions do not keep you from wearing the armor, as you could always slap it 
on you if you wanted to, you would just lose your ability to use all skills in that class 
while wearing that type of armor.  Thus, a wizard can slap on some plate-mail and charge 
into battle but they cannot cast anything while doing so.  Sometimes an ability (Such as 
Archery Reflexes) will increase your Armor above your restriction.  This is allowed, as it 
is the ability that is making you harder to hit, you aren’t actually wearing that kind of 
armor.  Also, some monsters have natural armor and when they put on armor the two 
layers stack for a better effect.  If a Death Ogre with an AV of 1 who is also an Barbarian, 
puts on Chainmail, they will be at AV 3 which is okay even though Barbarians can’t wear 
Half Platemail. 
 
Magic Item Level Restriction Tiers:  Each player starts with a Magic Item Level 
Restriction Tier of 1.  This mean that you can use one simple magic item.  Every 5 lvls 
you get +1 to your Tier.  Thus a lvl 16 Character would have a Tier of 4 and could use 
either 1 item of Tier 4 or two of Tier 2 etc.  If a magic item doesn’t state its Tier assume 
it is Tier 1. Warrior get a -1 to their Tier and Mages get +1. 
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BARBARIAN SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mage only).  
MAX ARMOR:  Chain Mail 
Barbarian:   Wild and savage.  They 
distrust magic of all kinds and put their 
faith in themselves before others.  
Always at the front of a battle, 
barbarians love the sport of combat and 
don’t like missile weapons.  Not reliable 
as guards as they are too distractible and 
are rarely very intelligent.  If you are a 
Barbarian, be larger than life, brash, not 
too bright and stupidly brave. 
TIER 1 
1) Threat (IC):   Call  “Threat: vitals! 
Run in Fear.” and cause Fear (as the 
spell) if you tag a player in the vitals 
with that strike. 
1) Hack (IC):  Call  “Hack AV 0: your limb is useless”  and if you 
damage a limb of a player on your next attack,  then that limb is rendered 
useless until they are healed. 
1) Gladiator Skills (OUT):  In tournaments or staged battles you have 
bonus abilities. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Magic Resistance (Missile Spells) and Resistant to Missile 
Weapons: You are resistant to missile spells of all types (even if you 
don’t want to be- i.e. Medicine Ball won’t heal you). [R]  You are 
Resistant to missile weapons as well. [R] 
2) Barbarian Tracking and Advanced Smell:.  You can’t be Ambushed 
and can smell what type of creatures are within 30’ and can tell the exact 
location of creatures within 10’. 
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SAMURAI SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mages only). Will not use Shields. 

Samurai:  Honor bound and honest to the core, Samurai are often judges 
and referees for duels as well as devoted 
warriors.  Samurai prize the honor of 
their family above any sort of personal 
gain and thus strive for excellence in 
everything that they do.  A true Samurai 
wins the battle before it has begun.  
Strategy and personal perfection are the 
Samurai’s ways.  If you are a Samurai be 
calm, focused, well spoken and confident 
in yourself.   
TIER 1 
1) Duel (BC): You may call "I challenge 
you to a Duel" with an opponent in your 
vicinity at which point they must engage 
to battle you. No one may interfere until 
one or the other is incapacitated. 
1) Defy Death (IC): If you would go unconscious or die, you may call 
Defy Death and remain conscious instead for 20 seconds during which 
time you are resistant to death and unconsciousness.  Afterwards, you die! 
[R] 
1) Resolve Conflict (OUT):  Can tell if someone lower level then you is 
lying by saying “Resolve Conflict lvl {your lvl}.” 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Dueling Techniques (Convoke with specific weapon):  Choose one 
specific weapon type.  Call “Convoke! Dueling Techniques” In a Duel to 
have that weapon be AV-0 for you. 
2) Bow Out (IC): Call “Bow Out: I refuse your duel.” to refuse or end any 
type of Duel (you may refuse parts of duels by calling “Denied” when 
your opponent declares the Duel modifier, such as Chi Strike Duel, etc.). 
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VETRAN SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mage only). 

Veteran:  Jaded and tough, these warriors 
act as if they have seen it all.  Obviously 
they are not all seasoned warriors, but the 
training of the Veterans involves a great 
deal of time in battle and so even a first 
level Veteran has seen more action that any 
other first level warrior.  The strategy of the 
Veteran is to be an immovable wall, and 
hold the line.  Veterans rely on defense in 
battle, always working to better ensure their 
protection, which is why they survive to be 
veterans.  If you are a Veteran be jaded, 
unimpressed, hard and pessimistic.   
TIER 1 
1) Brace (BC) (Convoke): Call “Brace: 
(prevent next 1 damage)” and be stationary.  
As long as you remain stationary (in the original spot) the next 1 damage 
dealt to you is resisted. 
1) Vitals Protection:  You are Resistant to all Vitals damage. 
1) Repair Armor: (OUT):  No cost to fix armor and shields. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Improved Brace: Your brace prevents the next 4 damage instead. 
2) Unbreachability:  AV 0 attacks do not penetrate your armor. 
[R]
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KNIGHT SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mages only). 
Knight:   The true glory seekers, 
Knight are chivalrous to a point but 
have none of the Samurais respect 
for battles.  Knights are the weapon 
Masters, well armored but relying 
on their swift powerful attacks and 
powerful strength to destroy their 
enemy before they can counter 
attack.  Knights are the real 
behemoths of the battlefield, 
leading troops into the fray and 
slaughtering all they can.  If you are 
a Knight be looking for glory. 
TIER 1 
1) Charge (BC) Convoke with the 
weapon: Call "Convoke! Charge."  
and your next strike is AV=0 (cuts 
through all body armor).  Call “Charge AV=0!” when you strike. You 
must be running for the count of five to use this skill.   
1)  Improved Strength:  You can use two-handed weapons one handed.  
You have Armor Piercing (Convoke with any weapon you use in two 
hands and you may call “AV=0” on that strike, but can only deal 1 
damage). 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Knockback Vitals 3:  Call “Knockback Vitals 3!” and strike the Vitals 
(Zone 3-4) of a player to make them take 3 steps backwards. 

2) Giant Strength: If you use a weapon in both hands you deal a Full 
Wound (cannot be AV=0 or UB) Convoke and Call “Full Wound”.  May 
carry people with one hand.  You can carry twice as many people as 
normal.  Can throw boulders which are unblockable (UB but only deal 1 
damage).  Note:  Boulders are Size 3 for carrying. 
2) Military and Battle Training:  Can command players during war and 
train Men-at-arms in skills. 
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PALADIN SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (non-mages only)  MAX ARMOR: Half Plate 
Paladin:  The least martial of the warriors, 
their outlook on life is that of the combat 
medic, focus on keeping others alive on the 
front lines.  Paladins are often leaders, as 
their charismatic charm draws followers to 
them and everyone likes to have a healer 
on their side.  Paladins see themselves as 
somewhat better than most others as they 
have magical powers that other warrior’s 
lack.  Paladins usually have a strong 
guiding force in their life to help those in 
need and do what is right.  If you are a 
Paladin be righteous, concerned for others’ 
health, and take charge.  
 TIER 1 
1) Jumpstart Heal (IC): Call "Jumpstart 
Heal" and tag a player.  They count to their 
ROR and then they are healed. 
1) Might Strike:  You may deal magic damage with one specific weapon 
type (only). 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Spell Turning Shield: Your shield resists and deflects all Unblockable 
(UB) attacks. [R] 
2) Remove Charm and Resistance to Charm:  You may tag a player to 
remove all charms from them.  You are also resistant to being charmed. 
[R] 
2) Exorcism Ritual (OUT): Can do a ritual that keeps undead from 
regenerating or reanimating and when complete destroys them. 
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ASSASSIN SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (may be learned by mages and warriors)MAX 
ARMOR: Chainmail. 
Assassin:  The shadiest of all the 
classes, assassins see life as 
expendable and unimportant.  
Even their own life is trivial, 
naturally someone will kill them 
sooner or later.  That’s life.  Life 
is short and thus assassins tend to 
get to the point quickly (literally).  
Somewhat of a martial artist, 
there is something Zen about the 
assassin’s way not unlike the 
Samurai in that they have strong 
inner motivation though care nothing for honor.  If you are an Assassin, 
don’t think twice about killing someone, care little for your own life and 
cut to the chase! 
TIER 1 
1) Martial Arts:  You can attack with your hands like weapons and block 
with your lower arms and feet which are shields. 
1) Acrobatics:  Can climb buildings etc.  Can call “Leap” and be flying 
(but not Soaring) for 4 seconds. 
1)  Hit Man (OUT):  You can start an encounter hidden. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Weapons Mastery: Choose a group of weapon.  That group of 
weapons cuts through all body armor (AV=0).   
2) Dispatch: You may tag a player between the shoulder blades and call 
“Dispatch” to kill the player. 
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AMAZON SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (may be learned by mages and warriors) MAX 

ARMOR: Half Plate 
Amazon:  People of the sea, they are 
never very comfortable far from a large 
body of water.  Amazons are wanders 
and like to be on the move.  Amazons 
tend to be humble in that they understand 
that nature is greater than they are and 
respect it for that. If you are an Amazon 
crave water and sailing, go with the flow, 
keep on the move and keep things ship 
shape.  
TIER 1 
1) Throwing Training and Swimming:  
All thrown weapons are AV 0 for you.  
Can walk on areas marked as water. 
1)  Impale: Call “Impale Vitals” and if 
you damage the torso (Zone 3-4) of a 
player on your next attack they are 
rendered Immobile until they are healed. 
1) Corsair (OUT): Can sail ships. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Flying: You are considered to be always in flight and thus may move 
across rivers and moats at will.  You may also call "Soaring", put your fist 
straight up and count to 6 at which point you are then out of range of all 
non-missile attacks. You cannot use any non-missile attacks or retrieve 
any thrown spells or weapons while soaring. You must call "Descending" 
and count to 6 at which point you are within range again and may retrieve 
your items or engage in melee attacks. 
2) Combat Shimmering Elite: (IC) (Convoke). Call Combat 
Shimmering Elite to gain +4 AV as long as you remain Stationary. 
2) Cartographer (OUT): Can make maps. 
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ARCHER SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (can be learned by mages and warriors). MAX 

ARMOR: Chain Mail. 
Archer:   As precise and accurate as a well-crafted arrow, archers don’t 
mess around.  They prefer to keep their distance, as that is where they are 
the most effective, never letting anyone get to close to them.  Archers are 
direct and focused and thus make the best guards.  Ever vigilant, archers 
are always looking ahead as if taken by 
surprise they are easily killed. If you are 
playing an Archer be direct, and on 
target, sturdy and perhaps high strung, 
watchful of the future and of your back.  
TIER 1 
1) Disarm/Missile Disarm (IC): Call 
“Disarm.” and strike the arm of a player 
(zone 0-2) to make that player drop 
whatever they are holding in the hand of 
that arm.  If using a Missile Attack may 
call Missile Disarm and works on Zone 
0-4! 
1) Multi Shot:  Can fire up to 3 missile 
weapons at the same time. 
1) Set up a Watch on an area (OUT)- Outside of battle can scout and see 
spirits while on guard there. 
TIER 2-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2) Archery Reflexes: +1 AV while using a bow.  May catch missile 
weapons in the air.  You can’t get Disarmed. 
2) Crit Elite (Bow): (Be Stationary and Convoke with a Bow):  Call 
“Convoke! Crit Elite:  Full Wound AV=0 Vitals.”  If it damages someone 
in the vitals it deals a full wound (10 damage). 
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THIEF SKILLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (may be learned by mages and warriors). MAX 

ARMOR: Chain Mail. 
Thief:   Almost as shady as the Assassin, thieves are a bit more socially 
oriented and have a much greater care for their life.  Thieves are the flip 
side of the Samurai and tend to follow laws and tell the truth only if it 
serves their purpose.  Always trying to make a profit, thieves are the 
businessmen of the world and will cheat 
you without blinking an eyelash; that is 
their job.  If you are playing a thief, lie 
and make up stories, be ever watchful for 
a chance to search or loot and look for 
the profit angle, never doing anything for 
free.  
TIER 1 
1) Search Hidden and Glued: When 
searching people you can find things on 
them in only 5 seconds!  You can also 
take money and gems from people even 
if they have been Glued (though not 
weapons). 
1) Hide: If you are in the shade you can 
cover your face with your hand and you 
are considered invisible.  People must pretend they cannot see you as long 
as you do not move or do anything.  You cannot do this while you are 
fighting. 
1) Pick Pocket (OUT):  Outside of battle they can use a “Thief Ring” to 
steal searchable items from players.  See GM for more info. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Unglued Loot (OUT):  After a battle you can spend 1 Mana to remove 
all weapons, armor, and items from a player. 
2) Stealth: Now you CAN move while Hiding but you must count to your 
size each time you take a step.   You can attack while in Stealth though 
players may notice you. 
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RANGER SKILLS  

RESTRICTIONS: (may be learned by mages and warriors). 
Ranger:  The true wanderer, 
they are a bit like Amazons of 
the land.  Always on the move 
and scouting about, rangers never 
like to have much responsibility 
if they can help it and prefer to 
be on their own.  Gritty and worn 
like old leather, these characters 
are unflinching and realistic at all 
times.  If you are playing a 
Ranger, keep watch, seek 
solitude, long for the woods and 
be introspective.   
TIER 1 
1) Endure:  Call “Endure” to 
reduce damage dealt to you to a 
Hack of the part hit instead of any additional damage. 
1) Snare (IC):  Call "Snare, I trap your leg.” and strike someone in the 
leg.  They cannot move that leg for their ROR (20 count).   
1) Scouting:  Can see Hiding players. 
1) Track:  Can Track players. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Spell Turning Weapons: Weapons that you use block all Unblockable 
attacks (UB).  [R] 
2) Avoid.  Call “Avoid” to cancel a skill used on you! 
2) Species Lore (OUT):  Know the natural abilities of living creatures and 
can recognize species by sight.
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FLAME SPELLS 
RESTRICITONS: (mage only). 

Flame Mage:  Fierce and brazen, these 
mages are always at war.  The arms 
dealers of the world their magic is 
completely focused on destruction and 
thus they seek to create bigger and better 
ways to blow things up.  Passionate, wild 
and a bit chaotic, these mages like the 
mountains and underground spaces. If you 
are playing a Flame Mage be hot 
tempered, war like, ready for battle and 
consuming everything.  Flame Mages can 
make  
TIER 1 
1) Flame Ray (packet-AV=0): Call 
“With Flame Ray, I deal 1 damage” and 
throw a red packet to deal 1 damage. 
1) Fire Ball (ball- UB): Call “With Fire Ball, I deal 1 damage” and throw 
a red sock ball to deal 1 damage. 
1) Light (OUT):  Can shoot Light out of your hand up to 100’ (lighting 
caves, dungeons, etc.) 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Elder Sorcery Words: Can make a spell with Elder Sorcery of this 
mage type. You have to talk to the Game Master to choose your words and 
then make a spell out of them of your own design.  When you have 
mastered this class (and started another) you may also use some of the 
following more common Elder Sorcery spells. 

Flame (all require you to Invoke) 
Alter of Power (stores mana while you are there) 

Burning Touch (a UB attack that does magic fire): 1 Mana per 
encounter 

Fire Resistance (you don’t take fire damage) [R] 
Inferno Aura (does 1 damage to everything in 10 feet): 1 Mana 
Bellows (amplifies the damage from your spell to a Full Wound 

instead of 1 damage):  1 Mana. 
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STORM SPELLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (mage only). 
Storm Mage:  The true wonder 
seeker, these mages are the 
philosophers of the world, always 
seeking out more knowledge and 
more wisdom.  The Storm mage is a 
logician, a tactical intellectual who 
prefers to neutralize opponents 
rather than destroy them.  Often 
cold, the storm mage is also 
tumultuous and crafty. If you are 
playing a storm mage, be curious, 
hungry for information, always in 
the clouds,  tricky and clever, 
eluding rather than confronting.   
TIER 1 
1) Lightning Ray (packet-AV=0): Call “With Lightning Ray, I deal 1 
damage” and throw a blue packet to deal 1 damage. 
1) Ice Ball (ball- UB): Call “With Ice Ball, I freeze you (for your ROR)” 
and throw a sock ball to freeze (immobilized- cannot deal or receive 
damage or effects). 
1) Identify Ritual (OUT):  can Identify objects to discover what they do 
and what their magical properties are. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Elder Sorcery Words: Can make a spell with Elder Sorcery of this 
mage type. You have to talk to the Game Master to choose your words and 
then make a spell out of them of your own design.  When you have 
mastered this class (and started another) you may also use some of the 
following more common Elder Sorcery spells. 

Storm (all require you to Invoke) 
Teleport (can move a person to a studied location): 1 Mana 

Mind Control/Remove Charm (Controls or/Removes Charm on a 
player): 1 mana 

Dispel Magic (cancels any spell in 10 feet) 
Effects Resistance (you have Avoid Passively) [R] 

Blizzard Aura (freezes everyone within 10 feet): 1 mana
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LIFE SPELLS  
RESTRICITONS: (mage only). 
Life Mage:  The true healers of the 
world, they are committed to 
sustaining all life.  The true 
altruistic character, Life Mages are 
known to enter battles on neither 
side, healing anyone and everyone 
who they can.  Obsessed with 
keeping people alive and 
conquering death, Life Mages are 
not as righteous as the Paladin but 
much more humble and kind.  
Shying away from combat, they 
prefer to stand behind the troops 
healing when needed. If you are 
playing a Life Mage be helpful, kind and loving, protective but committed 
to saving lives and fighting death. 
TIER 1 
1) Medicine Ball (ball- UB): Call “With Medicine Ball I heal 1 damage.”  
And throw a white sock ball to heal anyone hit instantly! 
1) Light Ray (packet- AV=0): Call “With Light Ray you deal 0 damage 
(for  your ROR)” and throw a white packet.  Anyone hit deals no damage 
for their ROR.  They can’t wound anyone but they can still get wounded! 
1) Resurrect Ritual (OUT):  can Resurrect dead players. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Elder Sorcery Words: Can make a spell with Elder Sorcery of this 
mage type. You have to talk to the Game Master to choose your words and 
then make a spell out of them of your own design.  When you have 
mastered this class (and started another) you may also use some of the 
following more common Elder Sorcery spells. 

Life (all require you to Invoke) 
Circle of Protection (a 30 foot rope that can’t be crossed) 
Rebirth Touch (instant resurrect): 1 mana per encounter 

Pacifism: You can’t deal damage or kill, and can’t be damaged or 
killed by players.  [R] 

Swift Sleep Aura (puts everyone within 10 feet to sleep): 1 mana 
Spell Strike (Life): changes your life spell stones into strike attacks 
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NECROMANCY SPELLS  
RESTRICTIONS: (mage only) These spells don’t work on other 
Necromancers! 
Necromancy Mage:  The true dealer of death, these mages are most at 
home in the cemetery digging up future minions.  Shunned by most of 
society, these dark mages are not necessarily evil, they simply see death as 
full of potential energy while others see it as the end of life.  
Necromancers fear nothing, as they are always facing death.  If you are 
playing a Necromancer be unafraid, 
kill without remorse and be interested 
in dead bodies, close to death yourself, 
almost in another world.  
TIER 1 
1) Terror (ball- UB):  Call “With 
Terror Ball I deal 1 damage (resist 
healing).”  And throw a black sock 
ball to deal 1 damage to anyone hit 
who can only be healed by a Life 
Mage! 
1) Death Ray (packet – AV=0): Call 
“With Death Ray, I kill you!” and 
throw a black packet to render anyone 
hit dead. 
1) Summon the Dead: Bring the body of a spirit back from wherever it is 
and puts in back together. 
1) Spirit Guide:  Can see and converse with Spirits. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Elder Sorcery Words: Can make a spell with Elder Sorcery of this 
mage type. You have to talk to the Game Master to choose your words and 
then make a spell out of them of your own design.  When you have 
mastered this class (and started another) you may also use some of the 
following more common Elder Sorcery spells. 

Necromancy (all require you to Invoke) 
Fear Touch (causes the person to run away for 20 seconds) 

Bury Touch (traps a soul in a body) 
Ethereal Travel (a ritual that sends you Ethereal) 

Animate Dead (makes a Zombie under your control) 
Fear Aura (casts Fear on everyone within 10 feet): 1 mana 
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NATURE SPELLS 
RESTRICTIONS: (mage only) 
Nature Mage:  The enchanter of the woods, these wandering spell casters 
resemble Rangers in their wanderlust.  More comfortable with animals 
than people, Nature Mages are always heading to the woods and keeping 
to themselves.  Ever in defense of the land, Nature Mages are like 
environmentalists.  Nature Mages are in tune with the world at all times. If 
you are playing a Nature Mage be 
reclusive, avoiding people, happy in 
nature and eager to leave any civilization. 
TIER 1 
1) Empathic Ray (packet AV=0): Call 
“With Empathic Ray I heal OR wound 
you.”  And throw a green packet at a 
player to instantly heal OR fully wound 
someone.  This causes you to become 
wounded, but you are healed again in 20 
seconds. 
1) Tree Form Ball (ball- UB): Call 
“Tree Form Ball: I change (you) into a 
tree (change back if you want).”  That player is then considered a tree and 
cannot be hurt or affected (put your arms up like branches so people 
know).  Anyone with this spell may tag them to revert them. 
1) Oracle and Familiar:  Can have a visions of the past, present or future.
Have an animal companion who is connected to them magically. 
TIER 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2) Elder Sorcery Words: Can make a spell with Elder Sorcery of this 
mage type. You have to talk to the Game Master to choose your words and 
then make a spell out of them of your own design  When you have 
mastered this class (and started another) you may also use some of the 
following more common Elder Sorcery spells. 

Nature (all require you to Invoke)  
Staff Touch (The end of your Mage Lore counts as your hand for 

all abilities/spells) 
Polymorph (changes someone into a creature- see GM): 1 mana 

Earthbind Touch (Snare for both legs, and the target looses flying) 
Mobile Brace (brace, but you can run around) 

Unforge Touch (destroys an item touched): 1 mana 
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Play Explanations and Definitions: 
Types of Spells/Skills 

Called Spells/Skills: Called spells (and skills) are abilities that take effect when 
the user "calls" the ability out loud. If they have not called the ability then the ability is 
not "on." These sorts of spells/skills are sometimes accompanied by a gesture (such as 
raising one hand in the air, or touching someone). A good example of a called skill is 
"Brace.” The Veteran calls “Brace”  and then stays in one spot to prevent the next wound 
she would receive. 

There are two kinds of Called Spells/Skills, ones that must be used Before 
Combat (BC), and ones that can be used In Combat (IC).  These terms are fairly self-
explanatory but in order to be clear, Before Combat (BC) spells or skills must be called 
when you are NOT currently engaging in melee with an opponent. Yes, you can run away 
from your opponent, call your spell/skill and then hit them with it, but then you have to 
get away from them long enough to call it first! The second type of Called Spell/Skill is 
the In Combat Spell/Skill and these may be called while engaging with an opponent, in 
mid melee (though if they are attack type are usually made mid swing, but before you 
make contact). 

Passive Spells/Skills: A passive spell or skill never has to be turned on it is 
always "running" and has it's effects regardless of weather the user wants it to be on or 
not. A good example of this kind of a spell/skill is "Flying." A person with the flying skill 
can move over moats and barriers that are usually impassible by normal players. They do 
not need to say that they are choosing to fly, they can simply move over the barrier at 
will. 

Notes on Role Playing:  Role Playing is the art of drama improvisation.  To be 
a good role player you must be able to fall into your character, think like your character, 
feel like your character and thus act like your character at all times.  If you have a 
question about the rules or something outside the game while you are playing, don’t just 
start talking about it in the middle of play (players will think your character is talking 
about very strange things indeed!), pause and begin your sentence with “Out Of Game…” 
OR do what they do in NERO and put your hand over your head to indicate you are not 
playing your character right now.  This helps to keep people acting and responding 
realistically to situations that arise. 

Role Playing is about playing a character and acting as someone else.  Ideally, 
your character should be unique and should have interesting character quirks (perhaps 
you limp a bit, maybe you always speak with a low growling voice), which adds to the 
flavor of the game. Having a little background or history to your character always helps.  
The events of your characters life give them a unique outlook on life and will color the 
way your character sees the world.  There is an excellent analogy used in psychology that 
is perfect for helping you play your character well.  We all look out on the world through 
our own private window.  The events of our life color that window making it into a 
stained glass work of art.  Depending on the events that have colored our glass we will 
see the world differently because we are looking at it through our experiences.  One man 
will look at a tree and feel comforted because he is seeing it through an experience on his 
window in which he felt safe sleeping under his trees at home.  Another man might look 
at the same tree at the same time and be horrified because he is seeing it through an event 
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on his window in which he was almost killed falling out of a tree.  If you keep this in 
mind when you play your character and imagine just what sort of events have colored 
your characters window, you will make an excellent role player. 

 Furthermore, it helps to know a bit about your character’s class in order to get a 
feeling for how he or she would act in a given situation.  If your thief is always running 
headlong into battle and your Barbarian is always hiding behind the Wizard you are not 
really playing your 
characters well.  Sure your 
thief might charge into 
battle (if she was chasing a 
bunch of goblins who have 
a full treasure chest) but 
you should have a reason 
for you actions.  The higher 
level you are in a given 
class, the more these class 
trends should affect you.  A 
10th level Samurai is going 
to be extremely honor bound and honest, while a first level Samurai will likely just tend 
to be truthful and consider honor as a factor in her decisions. 

Another factor to consider when playing your character is their species.  Often 
more of ones character comes from being a Dwarf than any class what so ever.  Every 
species has a style of play, a world-view that colors its window on the world as well.  
However, most people are familiar enough with Elves, Dwarves, Hobbits etc. to be able 
to utilize the character traits of those species in their role-play and so I will not go into it 
here.  All too often, players begin to do what is right for them, rather than do what is right 
for their character.  Players have no problem role playing their Ork character in battle but 
as soon as the battle is over, suddenly they are strategizing with the Elves and running 
away from the horde of monsters that have recovered from their wounds (something no 
Ork would every conceive of doing!).  We must remember to take the good with the bad 
and more often than not, do the wrong thing for us (the player) and the right thing for our 
character.  Some of best moments in Role Playing are when your lone, arrogant elf, 
stands tall, pulls out his long bow, counts the eight Orks blocking the road and says “I 
believe you are outnumbered!” Or your Ork Barbarian looks at the Magic Stone of Kings, 
sniffs it and says, “I don’t want a rock, you take it.” 

Mage Lore: These items are the spell casters tools of the trade (Staffs, Rods. 
Wands). In Fantasy Warplay some spells require you to do something with your 
Staff/Rod/Wand, (usually raising it above your head and gesturing with it).  This is called 
Invoking and is a cost of some spells or abilities.  Thus, if you do not have one you can't 
cast the spell! The major differences between the Staff, Rod and Wand are as follows. 
The Wand is only a prop, as a weapon it is useless, you cannot block or attack with it (if 
you have Staff Touch however that might change). The Rod is the next step up and it is a 
weapon but deals no damage. Finally we have the staff, which is a fully functional attack 
and block weapon as well as being Mage Lore. Thus a wizard must choose their style. If 
they are going to use a shield they had best get a wand for easy carrying and quick access 
(though staff touch will be much weaker). Other mages may prefer the staff for range 
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purposes. In any case, the mage needs their lore once they get up to higher levels so be 
prepared.  Some very rare mage lore can store mana in it (but most does not in Junior 
League so check with your GM if you think an item you have might store mana and they 
will tell you if it does.  If your not sure, assume it does not). 

Killing Blow:  When a player wishes to not just wound a monster but actually 
kill the monster, they must use what we call “Killing Blows” which are strikes 
specifically designed to kill an unconscious monster.  To do this, the player must raise up 
there weapon above their head and call out “Killing blow 1!” and strike the wounded 
player.  They must repeat this three times (i.e. Killing Blow 1, Killing Blow 2, Killing 
Blow 3) at which point the monster is then dead, not wounded.  Keep in mind that killing 
an unconscious or wounded monster that is no threat to you will be perceived as evil by 
many players.  While it might be to your advantage to kill a monster, it is still causing a 
death and thus can be seen as murder.  However, this is a fantasy world, where people 
can be resurrected quite easily.  Thus, killing someone is not nearly as serious a crime as 
it is in the real world, and thus, most law enforcement will understand your need to kill 
monsters that are potentially going to be healed and attack you again. 

The Death Bag:  Players are dead permanently if “Death Comes for You.”  
Every time your character dies they get a Death added to their spirit, which signifies the 
weight of the afterlife pulling them towards the eternal.  When you are resurrected you 
must pull from the Death Bag to see what happens during resurrection.  The death bag 
has 30 clear stones in it and 3 colored stones (black, green, and blue).  When you die, you 
must pull out 10 stones from the Death Bag.  If you pull only one colored stone, you 
loose an experience point.  If you pull two colored stones, you loose a whole level.  If 
you pull three colored stones, “Death Comes for You” and your character is permanently 
lost.  There is the chance that one of the deities of the game world will take an interest in 
you and save you from being taken to the afterlife and instead send you back with a 
special mission or purpose to complete for them.  This does not happen for everyone but 
the likelihood increases if your character has made a connection already to a deity that 
they serve and has been working for the cause of that deity. 

Mana and Mana Loss:  Mana is energy that your character can use.  In Junior 
League everyone has two mana to spend a day.  Sometimes you will find a magic item 
that requires you to spend your mana to turn it on.  You only have two mana to use per 
day and thus you must be careful how you use it.  Some spells require you to use mana 
(Elder Sorcery) so mages must be careful with it as well.  Usually, the only way to get 
your mana back is to sleep through the night, or be resurrected.  If you ever die from 
mana loss (if you reach -3 Mana) you might go insane.  If you pick a colored stone from 
the death bag when your resurrected you will have a permanent insanity. 

Morganti Weapons:  A character can be permanently killed if they are slain 
with a Morganti weapon (special soul eating weapons) whose wounds cannot be healed!  
Thus a player hacked by Morganti permanently looses the use of that limb, and a player 
brought to Unconsciousness will be in a coma.  If killed by a Morganti weapon you 
cannot be resurrected, your soul is gone. 

Giant Strength of Big Creatures- In Junior League FanWar often you will 
encounter monsters that are big or even huge that also have the Giant Strength ability.  
Creature with Giant Strength can throw boulders and have much more powerful melee 
attacks.  What follows is a list of what Giant Strength will do for a creature as it’s size 
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increases. 

Size 2-4 "Average" Giant Strength:  “Full Wound” in two hands only to 
anything with 10 or less hits.  (deals 10 damage) 

Size 5-7 "Big" Giant Strength:  One handed “Full Wound” (deals 10 damage 
with each hand).  (Note:  Armor Piercing and Boulders still only do 1). 

Size 8-10 "Huge" Giant Strength:  "Deadly" attacks kill anything with 10 or less 
hits, and Full Wound anything with 20 or less.  (Attacks deal 20 damage) (Note:  Armor 
Piercing and Boulders still only do 1). 
 Full Wound and Deadly Attacks:  The modifiers “Full Wound” and “Deadly” 
do not only apply to things with Giant Strength.  Anything can have this kind of attack in 
the game if it has this ability listed in its abilities text.  Thus, a creature that is listed as 
having Full Wound, does not have to have Giant Strength, it deals a Full Wound for other 
reasons, perhaps it has very sharp claws or a powerful bite. 
 Alchemy, Herbalism, Tinkers, Smiths and other Inventive Trade Crafts:  
Some Trade/Crafts allow you to solve problems in the game by being creative.  Curing 
someone’s disease with just the right herbs or scaling a wall with the clever use of a rope 
and pulley is part of what makes the game fun for everyone.  However, due to the time 
constraints on inventing and keeping track of the thousands of developments in these 
skills in the Junior League we use a system that simulates the use of these skills to solve 
problems rather than individual items or effects.  Thus, if someone is ill, rather than 
needing to invent an entirely new type of herbal remedy which then is used for this 
specific illness, a player simply roles to see if they can solve the problem using their 
herbal skills, and if successful, the illness is cured for that person. They have not invented 
anything new, they have simply used the knowledge they already posses to effectively 
treat the ailment.  This does not guarantee them success later, or allow them to sell 
remedies, it is a measure of their ability to actively work at their trade.  Each attempt at 
such a cure or effect on the situation will use up the players supplies (a set of supplies 
usually cost 8 gold).  Thus, you cannot try indefinitely.  This is not to dissuade players 
from using in game items, such as specific potions, herbs, or items to increase their odds 
or give themselves a bonus to solving a problem, but rather is a more concise way of 
simulating the process. 
 Optional Rule:  Custom Creations.  If you are a Game Master and want to 
create your own items, or if you GM allows for certain situations where crafting is 
possible, here are some guidelines to follow. 

(1) Costs:  To simply attempt a new project will cost you 100 gold per lvl of the 
item in questions.  Your items level cannot be higher than the @ of the town 
you are in. 

(2) Plans or Recipes:  You must have all the ingredients or supplies listed as 
requirements and either have them on hand or list the costs and check that 
they are available in town.  Each “dose” or item should have a listed cost in 
gold as well any other costs that you intend to have.  Write everything 
down.  A GM must review your plan in detail. 

(3) Know you craft:  Each type of skill operates under slightly different 
principles.  Research how your craft operates in your game world and then 
follow those guidelines carefully.  State your intention of what you think 
this item might do and why.  Keep in mind that no matter how well 
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designed or thought out, Trade/Crafts are OUT of game abilities and will 
only work OUT of battle and are unlikely to be approved if they affect 
combat simply due to logistical problems.  A few examples follow. 

Alchemy in FanWar:  Alchemy is based on the idea that small amounts of key 
substances mixed with large amounts of binder or solvent can bring out the 
attributes of that substance.  Thus, if I use Troll blood (since Trolls have 
Regenerating) and mix it with human blood (since that is what I want it to work 
on), I might be able to create a potion that gives some kind of Healing Factor 
like ability to Humans only.  They might take it before a battle for some effect, 
or after, to heal them. 
Herbalism in FanWar:   All the herbs of our world exist in FanWar but have a 
far greater potency and effect.  Thus, using chamomile in a remedy will not just 
make the person sleepy, it will knock them out.  Similarly to Alchemy, Herbaists 
can create remedies or effects if they know what our real world herbs do, as well 
as the specific game world herbs which only exist in FanWar, and can mix and 
match the two.  For example, Snakeweed has effects on poison.  Combining this 
with Chamomile could potentially cure someone of poison and knock them out 
while it does so. 
Tinkers in FanWar:   Tinkering is based on the principles of the study of 
physics and mechanics and the relation between the two.  The needs for such 
studies in a world filled with magical explanations is very limited.  Unlike our 
world in which science is critical for explaining phenomenon, in FanWar, 
magic, and divine powers are more often than not at work on a great number of 
things and thus the idea of explaining when magic is NOT at work on something 
is somewhat pointless.  However, certain situations and developments have 
allowed for an understanding of physics in situations where magic does not 
work or is limited.  In order to successfully use Tinker skills in FanWar you 
must first check your game worlds current technological level.  This will 
determine the type of inventions you are likely to be able to create.  If your 
game world is set in a Bronze age culture, you will need to research Bronze age 
technology and then work towards inventing items of that era.  Attempts to 
create advanced beyond your current Age (i.e. attempting to create Renaissance 
inventions during a Middle Ages period) will meet with utter failure.  The 
principle reason for this is that magic is the driving force of the world and there 
is no incentive to increase the technological level of the society.  If you are 
unfamiliar with the historical developments of technology on Earth do some 
research online or use other resources like historical games such as Civilization. 
 
For more on Creative Crafting, see the back of the book. 
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Battle Training Set Tree: 
When playing a large army or battalion, certain groups can train to gain the effects of 
Warrior and Semi Skills.  This is a simulation of the teamwork and strategy afforded by 
large groups of soldiers working together in a format they have been trained in.  The 
following tree give examples of the kind of training that units can undergo to improve 
their abilities in large groups without having to gain levels as in the Advanced League.  
Usually there are two steps to the process of training as a group.  When training this way, 
instead of a certain character gaining the skill, all players who are using a certain 
equipment set have the ability, but only if they use that equipment set and no others.  
First you must train for a skill and give it to one of the prerequisite equipment sets (i.e. if 
you train for Brace, you must first give it to an equipment set that has a shield).  After 
that unit has gained the ability, you can train again to give the same skill to any unit of 
your choice. 
 

• Disarm: Flails, Specialty Swords, Bows 

• Charge:  Standard Swords 

• Hack:  Axe 

• Armor  Piercing:  Spear, Claymore, Hammer, Axe, Flail 

• Snare:  Flail, Staff, Spear 

• Double Heal:  Longsword, Specialty Sword, Axe, Hammer 

• Throwing  Training :  Javalinere, Throwing Darts 

• Martial  Arts :  No Items 

• Sneak Attack :  Archer 

• Watchmen:  Archer 

• AV  Defense:  Shields 
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FanWar Etiquette:  The Three Rule of Life 
  
(1) Take Care of the People (Never do anything that will hurt someone) 

Kindness Always Wins: We are here to play and have fun.    If someone is hurt 
or frustrated by the game, stop what you are doing, put your fist over your head and ask 
them, “What do you need?”  Look them in the eyes and be friendly.  If you have injured 
or angered them, apologize and wait until they are ready to join the game again before 
you do.  If you need help, get a marshal or a referee to help you.  If we remember that 
being kind and helpful to each other is always more important than winning, we will have 
a safe, fun, and exciting game for all! 
(2) Take Care of the Things (Never do anything that damages the materials).  
 The weapons are fragile.  The FanWar equipment is expensive to make and if 
damaged can be dangerous.  Do not be rough with the weapons or yank, smack or step on 
the equipment.  I spend hours of my time just making one sword.  Take care of the things 
so that everyone can enjoy them. 
(3) Make it Work:  (Follow the Procedures- listen to and follow the directions) 

Fair Play = Good Gaming.  In order for a LARP to work, everyone has to play 
fairly and honestly even if it means their character is going to die!  If you play the game 
by the rules, and accept when you are tagged you will do the best at FanWar.  You need 
to trust the Game Master and the game world to work.  If you get wounded, it is not the 
end of the world, you can get healed by another player very quickly.  But if you deny you 
were hit or argue about it, it wastes everyone’s time and spoils the game.  You may have 
to admit that you were wrong, but that is part of life.  Play fairly no matter what the cost, 
for everyone’s sake.   

FanWar Event Guidelines: 
Always remember to be respectful, take care of the park and each other, and be 
responsible for the equipment and time of others.  We are guests in these parks and as 
such must remember to be kind and considerate to others who come through our space.  
We must remember that the game is not just about us but about everyone having fun and 
we should strive to help make it fun for all players.  This means working to keep things 
flowing well. 

(1) Three Before Me:  If you have a question, ask three people before you ask 
me (the GM).  I have to run the game and if I have players asking me 
questions all the time, we waste a lot of time we could be out playing. 

(2) Quiet Please:  When I am talking, pay attention, save your questions for the 
end, and don’t talk.  I need everyone to understand what is going on.  If 
even one person doesn’t know what is happening in the story, they could 
make a very bad mistake.  Thus, it is critical that everyone be quiet so 
everyone learns the critical storyline information. 

(3) Down in Front:  When we are discussing missions get down low if you are 
close to me and stay standing up if you are far away.  This way, everyone 
can see and be seen. 
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How to be a FanWar Marshal/Referee: 
 

Being a Marshal or Referee for FanWar is quite simple really and if done right, 
makes the game safer, calmer and much more fun.  Your job is simple, watch players and 
make sure they are not breaking the rules.  If they do, it is your job to step in and tell 
them the rule they broke and instruct them to follow the rule.  The game rules are actually 
very few, so don’t get worried.  But if you don’t have a clear grasp of them, it can make 
your job hard, so let me go over the basics. 

1) The game is basically freeze tag.  We tag with the weapons instead of hands.  If 
a child is tagged, they are frozen (we call it wounded).  This is the most 
important rule to enforce. 

2) Players heal each other by tagging each other and counting to 20. 
3) Listen to the rules.  I will tell the players what specific rules they need to know 

(like if the Trolls need to be hit 10 times etc.) and if you are listening to those 
rules too then you can enforce them more effectively. 

4) Everyone must play gently and in a friendly way.  It is tag, not beat people with 
sticks.  If anyone hits too hard, ask them to sit out, immediately. If anyone hurts 
another person, on accident or purpose, that person must sit out until the hurt 
player is feeling better. 

5) You are the boss!  It is your job to keep everyone safe.  If something seems 
unsafe, stop it right away.  If anyone is not listening to you, tell me and they will 
sit out immediately. 

There are other rules but they are not critical to being a Marshal.  The most important 
thing is to watch what is going on and try to intercede if you see players having an 
argument or disagreement.  Even if you don’t know what the solution to the problem is, 
don’t hesitate to intercede in the problem just to let the players know that they have a 
mediator who is listening.  You may just need to have each player stop for a moment and 
explain what they are and can do and then the players may realize what went wrong on 
their own. 
 

How to be a FanWar Monster (or Baddy): 
 
Being a Monster is a great deal of fun and sometimes a great challenge.  However, 

you must remember certain rules for being a Monster if you are going to play one.  
Monsters are sometimes very powerful and if not played correctly can ruin the game for 
the Hero’s and everyone else.  Thus, I am going to state some very clear and direct rules 
for being a Monster that must be followed. 

1. Monsters are Helpers.  Your job is to help the Game Master (that’s me!).  
You need to get out weapons, sort equipment, explain rules to other players 
and get players what they need.  If another player gets hurt or frustrated, 
stop what you are doing and help them. 

2. Don’t be too powerful.  It is not your job to try your hardest to win the 
battle.  It is your job to be the monster I need you to be. If I tell you to be a 
low level goblin don’t kill all the Hero’s just because you can.  You need to 
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play your monster and give them a chance.  The Monsters are not trying to 
“beat” the Hero’s, the Monsters are being things the Hero’s meet. 

3. Keep your cool.  Playing a Monster can be stressful.  Tons of kids are 
attacking you and you get overwhelmed.  You need to stay calm and 
remember that they are supposed to win.  You might need to remind them 
of your special powers so they don’t think you are cheating, and if you are 
really frustrated, just put your fist over your head and be OUT of game until 
you are ready again. 

4. Pay close attention.  Monsters have to be lots of different things one right 
after the other.  Sometimes you are evil, sometimes good, and sometimes 
neutral.  Your Hit Points change and armor.  There is a lot to keep track of 
and if you don’t listen carefully when I give out the information it can affect 
the entire game.  When it is time to be a monster, give all of your attention 
to the GM (that’s me!) and focus on the information I am giving you.  Save 
your questions for the end, as I usually answer most questions in the course 
of my explanation or on the way out to a mission. 

There are other procedures for being a Monster but you can learn them as you go.  Most 
important are the four rules stated above.  Remember them and above all, remember to be 
kind, friendly and helpful to everyone, so everyone feels safe and comfortable. 
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 Elder Sorcery:  The construction of custom spells is the study of Elder Sorcery, the 
magic that existed before the standardization of magic and the creation of cheap, prefab 
spells.  Elder Sorcery is the art of naming the world and using the true words of things to 
alter reality.  This art was first mastered by the dragons and taught to the mortals in the 
elder days.  As it is the meddling with the raw “stuff” of the world, Elder Sorcery requires 
a great deal more preparation and mana to create and successfully cast.  The first step is to 
learn Elder Sorcery Words, which are the ancient first names for things given by the 
dragons as the world was created.  These words can then be used to make sentences to 
create an effect.  The sentences must always have a particular format 
 “With the Elder Sorcery of Flame, I use a ray to deal 10 damage!” 
 “With the Elder Sorcery of Nature, I use my touch to increase my strength!” 
 “With the Elder Sorcery of Storm, I use an Aura to control your mind!” 

There are two basic types of Elder Sorcery, Celestial and Elemental.  Celestial is a 
universal form of Elder Sorcery that all Elder Sorcerers use and comprises the basics of 
the language; articles, adjectives, pronouns and such, as well as a large assortment of 
universal nouns.  Anyone who learns Elder Sorcery may use Celestial Words regardless of 
the type of Elder Sorcery that they have learned.  The second type of Elder Sorcery, 
Elemental, is based on the five types of magic, Flame, Storm, Life, Necromancy, and 
Nature.  The Elemental forms must each be learned separately and provide the body of 
verbs and nouns that are specific to a give style of magic.  Elder Sorcerers may attempt to 
read words of an Elemental type they do not know, but the risks are great (see below). 
Elder Sorcery also has more types of Delivery than normal spells.  With Elder Sorcery 
players can incorporate abilities like “Detonate” into their spells which allows the spell to 
cast as an aura once it hits someone!  Other type of delivery like Field are more simple 
and are basically ways of creating Passive skills.  The Sphere is perhaps the most bizarre 
in that it can be cast with any part of the body (kicked, thrown etc.) and is always active as 
long as it is in motion, continuing to effect everyone it touches no matter if it bounces off 
of several objects in the process!  There are many more types of delivery in Elder Sorcery 
but none that are available to the aspiring mage, all others must be learned In game with 
GM’s discretion.  
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In order to make an Elder Sorcery spell you must perform a ritual to formalize the 
spell and make it permanent.  To do this you need four things (1) the appropriate words 
for the effect, (2) an intention of what you want the spell to do, (3) a way of casting the 
spell- either as a ritual or with Elder Sorcery Delivery, and  (4) mana, the fuel for the spell 
to feed on so that it will do what you want.  If all these factors are not carefully managed 
the spell will fail or worse, fumble on the creator with horrific effects.  Because Elder 
Sorcery is a language being used by mostly non-native speakers, the potential for mistakes 
is great and success is never guaranteed (unless you are an ancient dragon who happens to 
be fluent in Elder Sorcery that is…).  What follows is a brief example of how a GM might 
determine whether the spell works and does what you intended or if it fails.  This is just 
an example and I encourage GM’s to come up with their own system of determination. 

First a GM considers the mages total level to see how experienced they might be at 
using magic.  I like to times the level by 5 and make it a percentage.  Thus a level 11 
mage has a 65% chance of success.  Next, the GM must consider how well the words 
selected for the spell match the stated intention of the spell, the intended mana cost and 
delivery.  The GM must consider whether the spell as intended seems fair for it’s OP, 
mana cost and delivery.  If all factors are in order the GM will add to the percentage of 
success by the amount they deem appropriate (usually not more than double the mages 
level bonus).  Conversely, if the intention seems off from the words, the delivery is not 
accurate for the intention or the target mana cost is inappropriate the GM subtracts from 
the success chance and adds to the fumble chance of the spell.  Once these percentages 
have been determined, the GM secretly rolls to see if the spell works in each of the four 
areas: words, intention,  delivery, and mana cost.  If the GM rolls under the mages 
success chance (without any bonus from added mana used) that part of the spell works as 
intended.  If the GM rolls above the success chance but within the range of success added 
by extra mana spent, then the spell works but perhaps not as effectively as desired or with 

Elder Sorcery Delivery Types 

Type Takes Effect On… Cost 

Ritual Object(s) within the Ritual Space.  As an OUT. Low 

Ray Anyone struck by the packet (AV=0) Low 

Touch The tagged player (UB).  Count my be needed. Medium 

Ball Anyone struck by the sock ball (UB) High 

Aura Everyone within 10 feet. Very High 

Detonate Anyone hit by the spell AND all within 10 feet Very High 

Field A given area.  Caster or set target. Varies 

Sphere Anyone stuck by the sphere (UB) in motion! Very High 

Cascade Anyone struck AND travels 10' repeating effect! Extreme 

Fork Anyone struck AND next 2 people in 10' repeating! Extreme 
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added complications, but it still works.  Any roll that is out of the range of the mages 
success chance plus mana bonuses means that that part of the spell has failed completely 
and will not work as intended.  If, for example, the delivery roll is a failure, then the spell 
may fail to cast or cast at the wrong time etc.  Finally, should our unfortunate mage 
happen to roll within the fumble range for a given area this means that the particular part 
of the spell has been grievously bungled and the spell will operate in negative ways, 
anything from casting on the wrong target to folding the mage in a interplanar singularity 
at which point the mage and everything around them ceases to exist!  (“I use to be an 
Elder Sorcerer until the day I tried to use the words Cast All Magic.  Problem is I didn’t 
realize that if you mispronounce All in Elder Sorcery it sounds just like No…”). 

You may use Celestial and any Elemental words you wish from one or all the 
Elemental forms you have learned in the same spell.  Thus, if you have learned both 
Flame and Storm Elemental words, you may create a spell using Celestial, Flame and 
Storm words.  You are allowed some freedom to pluralize a word you have learned or 
even use it in a way not intended (such as using a noun as a verb etc) but this is 
dangerous.  Reckless mages have even been known to attempt to use words in a spell that 
they themselves have not learned but that are written in spell book they have acquired.  
They may even go so far as to use words in a book that are not even of their Elemental 
type (someone with Elder Sorcery of Life training attempting to use Nature words for 
example).  This is a very risky venture and not only subtracts from the success chance but 
adds to the fumble chance of the spell.  Furthermore, the use of any Elder Sorcery beyond 
the capacity of the mage is known to have an aging effect on the caster, draining away 
their life energy instead of mana due to the user novice skill.  You have been warned! 

Once you have created your spell it must be written into your Spell Book (a prop that 
you must carry around if you plan to use elder sorcery).  The book must have the full spell 
written out in it, as well as the words required to make the spell and its effect (as 
described by your GM).  Any spells you know or create MUST be cleared with your GM 
before beginning an event.  Spells may change what they do from one world to another as 
a GM may interpret the words differently.   

A list of the known Elder Sorcery words and delivery types available at most guilds 
follows though it is in no way a complete list.  If there are some words you would like to 
learn that do not appear here I recommend you go directly to your local dragon and ask 
(can you leave all your worldly goods with me for safe keeping in the mean time…). 

Optional Rule- Non Formalized Casting:  Some GM’s allow Elder Sorcerers to 
attempt non formalized simple spell casting for utility type purposes.  An Elder Sorcerer 
can set up a Ritual and for a Cumulative Mana Cost (0 the first time, 1 the next, 2 the 
third, etc) can create a spell on the fly for a specific purpose or plan.  The spell, having 
been created in the moment is instantly forgotten, and cannot be repeated in the same way.  
These spells are very difficult to do and thus usually only very low OP words are used 
with very simple intent such as unlocking a door, healing a wound, or repairing an item. 
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Celestial Elder Sorcery Words 
 Nouns Verbs Adj Adverbs Pron Prep Conj Art 

1 chair am good now I at  and a 

1 color are bad then me  on or the 

1 cup use this here my in but one 

1 dagger did little today you for so an 

1 foot be big as your to as   

1 hand begin long carefully that of    

1 hat may short there this by    

1 skin might bright pretty  off    

1 torch stand clean       

1 wand  tend small           

2 hands was better rarely her after before two 

2 feet were worse once him near since   

2 flesh had farther very he with unless   

2 sword been less not she from until   

2 damage would more how what about after   

2 cloak could much first each out    

2 eye made some soon which down    

2 ear fix down quite these up    

2 rod draw hard really who     

2 rope  put soft slowly         

3 torso cause best always it between because three 

3 weapon is farthest never we before although   

3 clothing do least tonight them across if   

3 belt can most usually our during while   

3 arm make worst up ours into when   

3 leg like many then yours above than   

3 staff go far no theirs below    

3 food will* well tomorrow their over    

3 rune have all later others     

3 mirror invoke other sometime         

4 head open alert quickly   against   four 

4 shield close broken still  around    

4 sound repair colorful yet  behind    

4 container eat curios away  between    

4 coin drink circular fast         

5 potion dance dense anywhere   beyond   five 

5 scroll sing dull back  except    

5 herb act light alone  like    
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5 window drop blunt quickly  until    

5 orb  fill sharp immediately without     

6 heart  give ugly nowhere   inside   six 

6 armor get pretty again  outside    

6 door jump dark       

6 ritual kick slippery       

6 someone  let stiff           

7 structure  look stupid together   through   seven 

7 body must elegant       

7 friend need huge       

7 missile pull smart       

7 tunnel push  brittle           

8 building  say  mine regularly      eight 

8 wall shall        

8 street         

8 touch         

8 item               

9 brain    new absolutely       nine 

9 fortress         

9 foe         

9 ship         

9 bridge              

10 city   young everywhere     ten 

10 energy  old yesterday    zero 

10 castle  age       

10 spell         

10 object               
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 Flame     
  Verbs Nouns    
1 deal anger 5 cleave fire 

1 warm warmth 5 scald ruin 

1 damage light 5 char smoke 

1 temper flame 5 wreck pillage 

1 illuminate spark 5 combust pandemonium 

1 kindle ash 6 incinerate incendiary 

1 dry cinder 6 disintegrate sandstorm 

1 crack ember 6 explode war  

1 rush tinder 6 ambush disaster 

1 glow howl 6 raze wildfire 

2 heat rock 7 corrode destruction 

2 injure hate 7 smash stone 

2 hack frustration 7 boil bolt 

2 hurt brightness 7 scorch jet 

2 craze flash 7 implode desert 

2 inflame coal 8 destroy inferno 

2 parch fever 8 erupt flare 

2 rust blaze 8 collapse cliff 

2 fracture flare 8 pulverize fallout 

2 ignite pyre 8 ruin mania 

3 burn insanity 9 seethe tremor 

3 maim berserk 9 cremate hill 

3 crush furnace 9 immolate chasm 

3 break rage 9 demolish chaos 

3 blast battle 9 infuriate anarchy 

3 desiccate assault 10 annihilate mountain 

3 rupture hostility 10 obliterate earthquake 

3 attack disorder 10 exterminate lava 

3 torch combat 10 disolve magma 

3 blister fight 10 sunder volcano 

4 rend fervor    
4 melt steam    
4 shatter hysteria    
4 burst fury    
4 outrage roar    
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 Storm     
  Verbs Nouns    
1 shock emotion 5 control flight 

1 cool study 5 fly storm 

1 slow vision 5 move wisdom 

1 read mist 5 disrupt sage 

1 look cloud 5 switch logic 

1 speed mind 6 electrify water 

1 stun sand 6 change thoughts 

1 distract drop 6 vanish wave 

1 identify breeze 6 command air 

1 float attention 6 charge displacement 

2 chill idea 7 counter blizzard 

2 write wings 7 trick illusion 

2 learn knowledge 7 reveal river 

2 entrance shower 7 warp distance 

2 daze veil 7 teleport glacier 

2 swim trance 8 discover wind 

2 sort fog 8 dispel sky 

2 deny spray 8 shift passions 

2 flow arc 8 return group 

2 glide intent 8 stop moral 

3 ice confusion 9 steal will 

3 see memory 9 avoid duration 

3 hear sight 9 escape lake 

3 thaw lightning 9 distance disappear 

3 charm thunder 9 mimic reality 

3 shimmer desire 10 manipulate ocean 

3 confound hail 10 reflect ethics 

3 immobilize snow 10 reform population 

3 know tide 10 gain moon 

3 assert rain 10 remain time 

4 freeze alignment    
4 obscure dreams    
4 interchange intelligence    
4 delay betrayal    
4 bend sense    
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 Life     
  Verbs Nouns    
1 heal joy 5 vanquish resistance 

1 mend health 5 rebirth martyr 

1 prevent valor 5 honor divinity 

1 detect wounds 5 defy diplomacy 

1 defend hurt 5 contain curse 

1 calm illness 6 reduce justice 

1 shelter burn 6 gain peace 

1 restrain amulet 6 enlighten grace 

1 soothe talisman 6 erase righteous 

1 repel symbol 6 dismiss progress 

2 protect life 7 infuse essence 

2 resurrect blood 7 abolish sanctuary 

2 restore boundary 7 excise emissary 

2 return courage 7 sacrifice exorcism 

2 renew rest 7 rescue wrath 

2 replenish light 8 craft hope 

2 cease cairn 8 build faith 

2 guide artifact 8 raise enlightenment 

2 numb glory 8 banish religion 

2 inspire friendship 8 imbue temple 

3 guard belief 9 transcend immune 

3 purify sleep 9 bless truth 

3 cleanse barrier 9 enchant pacifism 

3 judge guardian 9 sanctify dawn 

3 condemn mind 9 forgive being 

3 sustain relic 10 create plains 

3 disenchant zealot 10 shelter spirit 

3 disempower medicine 10 reverse soul 

3 pacify discipline 10 outsider sun 

3 turn celebration 10 embody society 

4 ward love    
4 absorb fortify    
4 gather agreement    
4 shield shrine    
4 unify ancestor    
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 Necromancy     
  Verbs Nouns    
1 scare fear 5 drain carnage 

1 summon grave 5 die doom 

1 sicken pain 5 exhume bog 

1 spoil woe 5 sever dread 

1 taint darkness 5 wither flaw 

1 wrench seizure 6 fester undead 

1 intimidate stench 6 kill dead 

1 twist tears 6 rend despair 

1 shame filth 6 infect bane 

1 force blemish 6 cripple crime 

2 rot spirit 7 flay famine 

2 reanimate bones 7 corrupt crypt 

2 bury terror 7 devour disease 

2 darken vengeance 7 abandon moor 

2 torment wail 7 demise shade 

2 famish scream 8 murder plague 

2 graft greed 8 slay death 

2 extract coffin 8 blackmail barrow 

2 cut cruelty 8 haunt crypt 

2 leach wrath 8 distort ancestor 

3 putrefy corpse 9 curse night 

3 poison carrion 9 exterminate tendril 

3 raise horror 9 enslave umbra 

3 exhaust sadism 9 torment dusk 

3 defile pit 9 warp shadow 

3 torture wickedness 10 eradicate swamp 

3 siphon gloom 10 massacre void 

3 sacrifice misery 10 slaughter atrocity 

3 paralyze contagion 10 outsider degeneration 

3 agonize ghost 10 betray end 

4 decay ethereal    
4 weaken nightmare    
4 corrupt shade    
4 madden virus    
4 shred agony    
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 Nature     
  Verbs Nouns    
1 increase toughness 5 predict ferocity 

1 touch reach 5 entwine terrain 

1 grow size 5 weave soil 

1 nourish path 5 stomp herd 

1 bloom leaf 5 cultivate fauna 

1 lull twig 6 transform species 

1 lure vine 6 polymorph canopy 

1 augment fruit 6 transmute vegetation 

1 ripen dirt 6 magnify hush 

1 shrink grass 6 mature instinct 

2 conjure armor 7 trample symbiosis 

2 divine strength 7 harvest tranquility 

2 snare shape 7 regenerate woods 

2 blend web 7 refresh primal 

2 reform bough 7 amplify flourish 

2 find root 8 recover forest 

2 ask fur 8 overrun momentum 

2 climb feathers 8 unforge crops 

2 leap scales 8 invigorate wings 

2 commune foliage 8 regrow cycle 

3 regenerate tree 9 repopulate breed 

3 animate plants 9 rejuvenate paradise 

3 improve fertile 9 wander cartography 

3 call might 9 decompose land 

3 thrive garden 9 overflow balance 

3 hide claws 10 populate nature 

3 locate flower 10 generate utopia 

3 snag endure 10 evolve earth 

3 scry senses 10 metamorph seasons 

3 change flora 10 harmonize age 

4 vitalize form    
4 birth animal    
4 become seeds    
4 scout thicket    
4 hunt root    
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Legacy & Back-story Generator 
  These charts are used to generate a framework for you to puzzle together the 
history of your character.  You will have to weave the pieces together into a workable 
story for your character.  If they love Beer and are deathly afraid of Spiders perhaps they 
had a run in with a Giant Spider at a young age and it drove them to drink.  All characters 
may choose to roll on the Back-story Chart, but must keep the roll regardless of the 
outcome.  If you have a listed percentage for a back-story this is the change that you 
MUST roll. 
Legacy 
Chart 

Tenant Common Free 
Holder 

Man at 
Arms 

Craftsman Merchant Gentry Lesser 
Noble  

Noble Distant 
Royalty 

Close 
Royalty 

Human 1-10 11-50 50-59 60-73 74-79 80-84 85-89 90-93 94-96 97-99 100 

Elves 01 02-03 04-83 84-93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 

Dwarf 01 02-05 05-84 85-88 89-94 95 96 97 98 99 100 

Hobbit 01-20 21-40 41-75 76-80 80-86 87-89 90-92 93-95 96-98 99 100 

Centaur * 1-20 21-40 41-80 81-90 91-95 96-97 98 99 100 * 

Ork 01-06 07-15 16-85 86-98 99 100 * * * * * 

Urukai 01-04 05-19 20-80 81-95 96-98 99 100 * * * * 

All Others 01-25 26-75 76-80 81-95 93-94 95 96 97 98 99 100 

Social 
Status 

Tenant Common Free 
Holder 

Man at 
Arms 

Craftsman Merchant Gentry Lesser 
Noble  

Noble Distant 
Royalty 

Close 
Royalty 

5-15 gold /2 as is +3 + 12 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 

Starting lvl 0 1 1 3 2 2 3 4 4 5 5 

# of Skills 2 0 0 2 4 5 3 4 5 6 7 

# of Deaths 0 0 0 3 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 

Back-story 35% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50% 55% 60% 65% 75% 85% 

BACKSTORY CHART (JUNIOR LEAGUE) 
1 Fae Born:  You have  faerie traits and abilities.  You enjoy pulling pranks on the party. 

2 Baby Giant:  roll for type.  First season Improved Strength etc. 2nd season Mature. 

3 Natural Class: already Tier 1 something (though lvl 1).   Must go that class anyway. 

4 Magic Item Competent:  +1 Magic Item Tier.  Cursed. 

5 Raised by Hunters:  Track at 2X your lvl but cannot do in town missions. 

6 Raised by Scouts:  Scouting if you are stationary.  Hate Thieves! 

7 Sired by Elemental: have 1 spell of your type and Resistance to that magic type. 

8 Deity Competent:  +10 lvls in priest (all)  Very pious. 

9 “Not Left Handed!” With off hand (only) you have Disarm, Snare, and Knockback 2. 

10 Sired by Troll:  Healing Factor. Hate fire!- wont use it, attack those that do! 

11 Sired by Death Ogre:  Improved Strength, fighting cravings to eat people… 

12 Raised by Weapon Master:  Weapon Mastery with 1 weapon- must always use it. 

13 Defector: Recently switched sides. Culture shock. +10- lvls in Track/Diplo. vs prev. side 

14 Ent Friend:  They wont attack you.  Tree form as a Ritual.  Hate those who use axes! 

15 Healing Competent: you are healed in ½ normal time.  Won’t allow people to be killed. 

16 Gifted Healer: Double Heal, all your healing takes ½ time.  You take 2X rate to heal. 

17 Gifted Fighter:  Demeaning to mages. Limited Endure and Adrenaline (in melee combat) 

18 Raised by Barbarians:  suspicious of mages. Magic Resistance OUT only. 

19 Weapon Specialist:  Pick 1 weapon.  Only use items in that class. Hack & impale with it. 

20 Sherlock: Obsessed w/ solving mysteries. Identify sight at lvl, Peacekeeper, Arrogant. 
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21 Failed Villain: Dark Hero didn’t work out.  +3 l vls.  Ashamed.  Have skill you wont use. 

22 Half-Breed:  Blend your species with one of the 5 base species.   

23 PTSD:  Unbreachability in Combat.  Cannot stomach sight of blood.  Become nauseous! 

24 Trap Squad: +10 lvl Trap Deac. Obsessed. Take ½ dam. From traps. But Party takes 2X! 

25 Weapon Style Training: Choose: Two-Handed, Duel Wield, Shield and Sword.  See GM. 

26 Raised by (Class):  Have limited skill/spell, armor restriction, behavior of that class. 

27 Natural Journeymen:  cannot enter a class.  Add Trade/Craft each Tier instead. 

28 Popeye Syndrome:  Improved/Giant Strength when eat rare food.  Must physrep food! 

29 Power Object:  Have a magic item.  You believe it gives you ALL your powers. 

30 Vendetta: Plan to take down the lord!  He killed your family… Hit Man. 

31 Ward of the Enemy: Child of a powerful enemy.  You are a hostage.  Roll for treatment. 

32 Hard of Hearing:  Mix up what people say all the time.  Impulsive.  Peacekeeper +10 lvl 

33 Nearsighted: can only see clearly things within 10 feet.  Must squint. Throwing Training! 

34 Nemesis: Dark Hero killed your family.  You have Slay for all Dark Heroes! 

35 Raised by (Guild): Have OUT of that class.  You count as a member. 

36 Raised by (species): Speak their language, only broken common. Have 1 Species ability. 

37 Secret Identity:  Roll twice again.  First is actual, second is a cover you act out. 

38 Hero of a Species:  You family is revered by (species): treated as Royal by them. 

39 Isolated Upbringing:  No NOTHING of the game world… “Elves?  What are those!” 

40 Negative Healer:  Can only heal others OUT of combat.  Disrupt Healing by touch. 

41 Delusions of Grandeur:  Believe your skilled- actually -5 effective lvl.  Immune to Fear 

42 Gift of the Tongue: can speak any/all normal languages.  Can’t understand them… 

43 Weather Sensitive: weather damage kills you.  Sense Weather.  Fear out of town missions 

44 Treasure Stolen: Inheritance gone!  On a mission to hunt down thieves. 

45 Overconfident Jock: Braggart, +1 Tier in mock battle.  +/-10 Courtesan in/out combat. 

46 Gambling Debt:  must pay 8 gold a week to banks/lenders. Gambler – 10 lvl.  Love it! 

47 Slow Metabolism: Slow, motions drawn out.  Can’t bleed to death.  Tough, + 1 AV 

48 Samurai Guardsmen: Won’t use shields. Allied Samurai are Fortified Areas for you. 

49 Raised by Pacifist:  Won’t deal damage. Martial Arts.  Diplomat lvl 10. 

50 Raised by Mafia:  Unglued Search. Thieves/Assassin Guild Member (no rank- ever!) 

51 Pyromaniac: Go Berserk in presence of fire!  Not allowed to use fire… legal issues… 

52 Necrosavant:  Count as undead. Bury, Spirit Guide- spacey, distant, emotionless? 

53 Random Resistances:  Resistant to 1 specific spell/skill. 

54 Misguided Follower: Have taken your deities beliefs too far… extremist!  Disenchant. 

55 Legal Enforcer:  Instructed to enforce specific law… Obsessed with the responsibility! 

56 Crazy Scientist: See the world as your lab- testing on everyone.  Alchemist lvl 10. 

57 Retired Mage:  +50% to your life Span.  Tier 1 Mage- banned from use.  Going semi. 

58 Hallucinations:  Roll again for perceived back-story. See/hear thing! Spirit Guide. 

59 Banned  by Warriors/Semis/Mages: can’t go that:  +1 Tier to first class you go! 

60 Raised by Spirits:  Spirit Guide, Etherial Travel (Ritual):  Terrified of non Undeead! 
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61 Unforger:  Unforge Magic Items (only): no mana cost.  Can’t use magic items. 

62 Child of the Siren:  Mind Control.  Aloof and uncaring.  Hate Amazons! 

63 Won’t Fly:  No air travel (Polymorph, Flying, Glide, etc.).  Earthbind Aura (1 mana) 

64 Chronic Insomnia:  Regain no mana.  Immune to unconsciousness (as undead).  Cranky. 

65 Abusive Sibling(s): Ugly duckling syndrome- Martial Arts vs Party members only. 

66 Retired Military: regions military treats you as an ally: always help you. 

67 Melee Incompetent:  can’t use melee weapons.  Multi Shot.  

68 Spell Dampener. Dispel Magic (Aura).  Can’t use standard spells- ES only. 

69 Philosopher:  + 10 lvls in chosen philosophy.  Always spouting quotes and “wisdom” 

70 Terrified of Animals:  Their touch is as Fear to you.  Cook/Chef at +5 for meat dishes. 

71 Undecided Paths:  +6 to effective lvl in All Classes, but can’t go second tier in anything. 

72 Soul Warden: Grant Resistance to a mage type by touch (one person at a time only). 

73 Fate Guardian: Bound to a player.  If they PD- you do instead. Brace Elite.   

74 Rules: can’t use/eat/see etc specific item or food etc.  Punish self if do so! Divine Gift 

75 Djinn Cursed:  The words “I wish…” are as Mind Control to you. You count as a torch. 

76 Formbound:  Your shape is unchangeable (no Tree Form, Polymorph, size effects etc).  

77 Magic Item Trader:  Historian lvl 10, Identify.  Item Cursed 1d4 times.   Seeking items. 

78 Transferable Blessing: Can bless other players (not yourself) for the encounter. 

79 Circle Form: Can become a circle of protection (OUT).  You are the door. 

80 Ritual Resistant: Resistant to Ritual effects (mana drain type too). Disrupt them by touch 

81 Spirit Strongbox: Stash, Death Grip.  Bound to anyone whose items are glues to you! 

82 Living Wand:  Cast spell when “command word” is spoken by others (only)! 

83 Team Player: your trade crafts get +1 lvl per party member!  They’re all at -5 to start.   

84 Strong Silent Type:  Improved Strength. Speak in one word sentences (except in combat). 

85 Ethereal Denier: Don’t believe in Ethereal. Can’t see/hear them. They can’t damage you 

86 (Species) Slayer: Have Slay for specific species. Always kill them in combat.   

87 In Love!  Secretly in love with someone (another player)? They have Allure to you. 

88 Face in the Crowd:  Seem a NPC.  Wear “allied” sash always.  Never taken hostage. 

89 Power Sinkhole: Mana spent in your vicinity OUT of combat is drained away (where?) 

90 Dodge Well:  Resistant to Missile Weapons.  Won’t use any. 

91 Unaffected:  Honest and straightforward individual.  Humble. Effects Resistance. 

92 Accidental Enchanter: Items you use sometime become magic… flaws too (watch out)! 

93 Fate Shield: Can protect others from PDing (see GM).  You draw instead etc.! 

94 Outsider Worshiper:  Make sacrifices to specific type. Attempting to summon your lord. 

95 Backstory Denial: think you have no back story… but actually do!  Roll for it. 

96 Roll on a different chart of GM's choosing (any chart): Modify into Back-story. 

97 Roll on Events Chart/Happenings Chart – build into backstory. 

98 Roll again and reverse the roll- see GM. 

99 Roll again and exaggerate the roll- see GM. 

100 Pick the Back-story you want (with GM approval of course). 
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0. Tenant (no title):  A farmer/workers child you are owned by the local lords.  

You cannot leave the area or seek a profession without their leave.  Even if you 
do, you are still a tenant and bound to the service of the local lords. 

1. Commoner (no title):  Your family owns nothing, they live day to day.  You 
are likely their hope for the future.  You have been brought up poor.  You are 
free to make a new life, though it will be difficult given your rank.  You are 
below Freeholders and thus almost everyone looks down on you. 

2. Free Holder (no title):  Your family owns a small bit of land or building.  You 
are free to choose to follow in their footsteps or aspire to something greater.  
You will have no additional duties or requirements or dues. 

3. Man at Arms (Guardsmen):  Bound into service as the tenant, your life is not 
your own.  You have shown promise as a warrior in the service of the realm.  
Perhaps your family were also Men at Arms or you have recently been brought 
up in rank from another station.  You may not leave the province without leave 
and can be Guild Ordered by any warrior class of the region.  You will start with 
Knockout, and First Aid.  You are required to become a Warrior at lvl 6. 

4. Craftsmen (name of tradecraft- i.e. “Katie Ann Tailor”):   Better off than 
most, your family has a skill at a particular trade or craft.  You are expected to 
follow in their footsteps and become a master of said skill as well.  If, at that 
time you wish to take up another profession, you can speak to your family about 
it, who will make the decision.  Roll randomly for your family trade/craft.  You 
will have 4 levels in that trade/craft to start.  Add your tradecraft to your name. 

5. Merchant (“the” and tradecraft- i.e. “Laura Sue the Blacksmith”:  Much 
the same as the Craftsmen though better off and of higher standing, your family 
is in the business of high finance.  In addition to the family rolled trade/craft at 
4th lvl, you also start with lvl 1 Trader.  Add “the” and your tradecraft to your 
name 

6. Gentry (Sir or Miss i.e. “Miss Chantalla Blackwell”) :  Of high birth but 
having no titles or rulership.  Your family has its own land, but no governance.  
You might be the illegitimate child of a noble or other vassal of middling birth 
and rank.  You start with First Aid, Read Magic, and Knockout.  Your family is 
likely to let you choose your own course in life, though your rank may keep you 
from acting as freely as many others.  Add “Sir” or “Miss” to your name. 

7. Lesser Noble (title and “of” province- i.e. “Baron Michael Orik of 
Drenguard”):  Of a house of little power of prestige, your rank is all in name.  
Your family has the rulership of a small, insignificant piece of land or holdfast.  
You will have had a good upbringing however, and likely your family will seek 
to improve their status by wedding you higher up, or through conquest.  You 
will have duties as per the GM.  Your class has been predetermined by your 
family and you must attain at least 2nd lvl in all of the scholarly trades and crafts 
(i.e. Art, Diplomacy, Reading/Writing, and Historian) before entering the chosen 
class.  You start with First Aid, Read Magic, Knockout, and one Random Trade 
Craft that you took an interest in as a child.  Add “of” and the title of the 
province to your name.  You may also add the tiles below (see GM) 

a. Baronet, Lady Baronet. 
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b. Baron, Baroness 

8. Noble (Lord/Lady and title- i.e. “Lady Melissa Holihocks, Countess of 
Echos”):  As above, but you are of a powerful house.  Your family is a major 
player in regions politics and ruling.  You are likely being groomed for rulership 
yourself and always watched and judged by all around you.  You start with two 
trade crafts at random as well all the first level skills.  Add Lord/Lady to your 
name.  You might also add the titles that follow depending on how high up of a 
noble you are (ask your GM). 

a. Viscount, Viscountess 
b. Earl, Count, Countess 
c. Marquis or Marquees, Marquise or Marchioness 

9. Distant Royalty (Duke/Duchess):  Either of Royal blood far from home, or of a 
house that once held the throne.  Your life is likely to be fraught with politics.  
You requirements are as above though you have had much tutoring and begin 
with all first level skills, as well as three levels in random Trade Crafts. 

a. Duke, Duchess 
10. Close Royalty (title then name- i.e. Queen Rachel Aramir):  You are a 

member of the current royalty of the region, and a member of the royal family, 
though not necessarily in line to the thrown.  Your requirements are as above 
though you have four random trade/crafts of interest.  You will have a great deal 
of duties and politics to deal with and may be required to be guarded at all times, 
escorted by family, etc. 

a. Prince, Princess 
b. King, Queen 
c. High King, High Queen 
d. Emperor, Empress 
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BACKSTORY CHART (JUNIOR 
LEAGUE Teriock) 

 
 

1 Fae Born:  You have  faerie traits and abilities.  You enjoy pulling pranks on the party. 

2 Sired by Phraints: you show no emotions – resistance to fear and emotional effects 

3 Natural Class: already Tier 1 something (though lvl 1).   Must go that class anyway. 

4 Sired by Saurag Desert native: scouting in deserts, resistant to desert weather 

5 Tai Kobban: Your Species is Kobben Spirit item gives you monk abilities see Tai Kobban 

6 Raised by cooks – weapon master knives (mele only)  + 5 levels in cook 

7 Sired by Elemental: have 1 spell of your type and Resistance to that magic type. 

8 Object worship (insanity): Believe family heirloom gives you your abilities 

9 “Not Left Handed!” With off hand (only) you have Disarm, Snare, and Knockback 2. 

10 Fear of shadows: spirit guide in shadows and darkness, paralysis except for voice/fingers 

11 Raised by Nomads: Weather resistance ALL must wander…. 

12  Sorcerers apprentice:  + 4 levels in mage,  5 random E.S. words.  Cursed (roll) 

13 “Imaginary” Friend:  Limited Oracle – GM trigger ed- ‘ people think you are crazy 

14 Tortured by Shaloba enforcers: Endure - Fear bright lights, claustrophobic, hold grudges  

15 Tinker minded: Can disable traps and fix steam tech at twice your lvl, easily distracted  

16 Royalty in your Debt: saved life of Noble – Start with Magic item, assassin after you now 

17 Botanist Parents: Species lore for plants,  Double trade craft Herbalist & Farmer trade  

18 Raised by cult: Devote Priest at your lvl, treat non believers as heretics- must convert all! 

19 Raised by Bard: Double trade craft singing and Dancing at your level 

20 Sherlock: Obsessed w/ solving mysteries. Identify sight at lvl, Peacekeeper, Arrogant. 

21 Infatuated with Mob kin:  Paranoid – Scouting, think everyone is out to get you! 

22 Half-Breed:  Blend your species with one of the 5 base species.   

23 PTSD #2:  Berserk in battle, loud sounds make you berserk – will attack friends! 

24 Raised by gladiator: Weapon mastery, improved strength, arrogant refuse to wear armor 

25 Family of Scholars: reading and writing at lvl 6, + 1 d6 extra languages 

26  Orphan: no starting Money, Kleptomaniac and hoarding - tier 1 thief  - must go thief 

27 Shaman: Spirit Guide and Oracle – will only use pole arms and daggers  

28 Popeye Syndrome:  Improved/Giant Strength when eat rare food.  Must physrep food! 

29 Affinity with Archers:  Multishot, start with ex tra equipment of, you guessed it, BOW! 

30 Star Gazer:  can tell location by stars – scouting and oracle (astrologist) on starry nights  

31 Cloud Gazer:  can tell weather and wind direction of next encounter 

32 Bitten by Were Animal: Lythncrope of random sea faring animal 
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33 Hunter: advanced smell, tracking and species lore at your level – love meat and brag it! 

34 Friend of Royalty: Diplomat at your level -2, always use long antiquated words 

35 Fordgman: Black Smith at your lvl, hands resistant to fire, callused cant feel anything 

36 Miner: scouting in caves, AV0 with Hammers – sunlight bad! (one hand must shade eyes) 

37 Fallen Royalty: House executed or dishonored – seeking revenge or redemption 

38 Hero of a Species:  You family is revered by (species): treated as Royal by them. 

39 Isolated Upbringing:  know NOTHING of the game world… “Elves?  What are those!” 

40 Large Inheritance: multiply starting gold by 4. 

41 Delusions of Grandeur:  Believe your skilled- actually -5 effective lvl.  Immune to Fear 

42 Gift of the Tongue: can speak any/all normal languages.  Can’t understand them… 

43 Childhood accident: Dominant hand removed, Giant Strength in non dominate arm 

44 Animal Friend: Start with Familiar, Vegetarian- wont eat meat 

45 Natural Charisma: effective mind control against toward 1 opposite gender at your level 

46 Inkeepers Kid: 3 lvls in cook, smell poison food/drink at ½ your lvl, ear for information 

47 “Where am I?”: Directionally incompetent, loose track of party, no sense of whereabouts 

48 Midlife Change: + 50% to age, start lvl 16 in random trade craft you left–must pick new  

49 Axmen: Hack with Axes, species lore for trees will never treeform, dislike nature mages 

50 Street Fighter:  limited MA (block and Knockout with hands)- hot Tempered, pick fights  

51 Pyromaniac : Go Berserk in presence of fire!  Not allowed to use fire… legal issues… 

52 Clumsy from birth: Strikes to arms disarm you, strikes to legs snare you 

53 Luck Child: First hit to you in any battle is avoided, gambler at level- just plain lucky! 

54 Compulsive Liar: Lie 2X level UNABLE TO TELL THE  TRUTH  

55 Dart Master: Start with 3 Amazon darts (AVO with darts only), obsessive with bets 

56 Crazy Scientist: See the world as your lab- testing on everyone.  Alchemist lvl 10. 

57 Fisherman: Underwater throwing training, start with net, Land sickness 

58 Ex-Pirate: have + 6 levels in Sailing, disarm with Sabers, Duel on ships,  Lawful Good  

59 Trained Appraiser: identify any magic item (including value) but refuses to use them! 

60 Ventriloquist: can throw your voice and imitate the sound of others 

61 Unbeliever: think that magic and divinities are illusion –    

62 Fortune Teller: can oracle for others only at your level 

63 Fear of heights: wont fly or climb up high + 3 to your level (wont become amazon) 

64 Chronic Insomnia:  Regain no mana.  Immune to unconsciousness (as undead).  Cranky. 

65 Spontaneous Singing syndrome: you break into song during battle + 6 lvl to bard  

66 Retired Military: regions military treats you as an ally: always help you. 

67 Melee Incompetent:  can’t use melee weapons.  Multi Shot.  

68 Necrophobia (fear of the dead): you have hide with blind mechanic in shadows 

69 High Morality: wont lie, cheat, steal, gamble or kill + 4 levels in peace keeper 

70 Radical Honesty: Must tell the truth, wont keep secrets or keep quiet to conceal truth 

71 Undecided Paths:  +6 to effective lvl in All Classes, but can’t go second tier in anything. 

72 Natural Cartographer:  able to memories landscapes and make maps 
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73 Marooned on an island:  Tracking, hunting and Fishing Skills – fear of storms- cower   

74 Natural Story Teller: Infallible memory never forget even pulling from death bag 

75 Djinn Cursed:  The words “I wish…” are as Mind Control to you. You count as a torch. 

76 Formbound:  Your shape is unchangeable (no Tree Form, Polymorph, size effects etc).  

77 Part of Militia: Start with halfplate, helm + 1 equip. set, all wealth goes to militia!  

78 Transferable Blessing: Can bless other players (not yourself) for the encounter. 

79 Circle Form: Can become a circle of protection (OUT).  You are the door. 

80 Ritual Resistant: Resistant to Ritual effects (mana drain type too). Disrupt them by touch 

81 Spirit Strongbox: Stash, Death Grip.  Bound to anyone whose items are glued to you! 

82 Living Wand:  Cast spell when “command word” is spoken by others (only)! 

83 Quick Study Snob: advance trade craft level at X2 proficiency but act like you know it all 

84 Strong Silent Type:  Improved Strength. Speak in one word sentences (except in combat). 

85 Ethereal Denier: Don’t believe in Ethereal. Can’t see/hear them. They can’t damage you 

86 Whaler: convoke- Full wound with bladed Pole arm, must be stationary or on board boat    

87 In Love!  Secretly in love with someone (another player)? They have Allure to you. 

88 Face in the Crowd:  Seem a NPC.  Wear “allied” sash always.  Never taken hostage. 

89 Chivalry bound: Always protect/defend opposite sex or minority - Endure and cannot die  

90 Dodge Well:  Resistant to Missile Weapons.  Won’t use any. “They never work… see?!” 

91 Smuggler instincts: resist searches X2 level –absent minded “now where did I put that....” 

92 Retired Textile Worker: Repair sails and clothing X3 your level – Claustrophobic  

93 Fate Shield: Can protect others from PDing (see GM).  You draw instead etc.! 

94 From family of Jesters: distract others at X2 your level, don’t take ANYTHING seriously  

95 Popeye Syndrome:  Believe a certain food or drink gives you your powers “Ha! Spinach!”  

96 One with the Crowd: in groups 3+ disarm & resist. to fear- Cower in Duels! Alone? Run! 

97 Freed Slave: Impr. Strength & Endure, Loud noises? Cower!, whips/chains? Go Berserk! 

98 Roll again and reverse the roll- see GM. 

99 Roll again and exaggerate the roll- see GM. 

100 Pick the Back-story you want (with GM approval of course). 
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fanwar lIVE ACTION ROLE PLAYING 

J u n i o r  L e a g u e  

M o n s t e r  F i e l d  B o o k  

 
 

Monsters are not always evil or bad.  They can be friendly or 
helpful.  Ask the Game Master what your alignment (evil, good, 
or neutral, etc.) is for your monster. 
Use the weapons you already have for your monster unless 
the Game Master tells you to use something else. 
Don’t give other players anything unless the Game Master 
tells you to.  When you play a monster players will want to 
search the monster for money.  They are not taking your 
characters money, but the monsters money. 
All your items are Glued and cannot be Looted unless the 
Game Master says they can be taken. 
You are not trying to win.  The game is about telling a story, 
not trying to win by killing the heroes.  Act as the GM instructs 
you to, and don’t just kill because you can. 
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ORKS 
Common Orks 
SIZE: 3  AV:  0 INT:  Dense 
Description:  Partial Humanoid, like very ugly humanoids. 
Abilities: Night Vision 
Notes:  Good fighters and resilient, they are rarely mages. 
Turuk Orks  
SIZE: 3  AV:  0 INT:  Low  
Description:  Partial-Humanoid, muscular tall Orks. 
Abilities: Fearless, Berserk. 
Notes:  Turuk Orks are a cross bread between Ork and Urukai.  They tend 
to be very combat oriented, and are rarely mages.  Know for their wild yet 
effective battle tactics, Turuks are sometime very deadly. 
Urukai Orks  
SIZE: 4  AV:  0 INT:  Average 
Description:  Partial-Humanoid, heavily muscular tall Orks. 
Abilities: Arrogant. 
Notes:  Urukai are very smart and are good fighters and mages.  
Furthermore, being arrogant, they fight alone unless with other orks. 
Ogrekai Orks 
SIZE: 4  AV:  0 INT:  Average 
Description:  Partial-Humanoid, very heavily muscular tall Orks. 
Abilities: Armor Piercing.  Increased Carrying Capacity. 
Notes:  Ogrekai Orks are a cross bread between Ork and Ogres.  They are 
very rare and tend not to breed well.  They are more Ork then Ogre, 
though some abilities that effect Ogres might work on them.. 
 
BEASTS 
Notes: Beasts are dangerous wildlife and all have Martial Arts, Bite and 
Devour.  No Speech. 
Common Beasts 
SIZE: 5  AV:  1  INT:  Animal 
Description:  Ugly gorilla like monsters with or without hair. 
Notes:  Partial Hands, Partial Bipedal.  Usually solitary and territorial. 
Swamp Beasts 
SIZE: 5  AV:  2  INT:  Animal  
Description:  A cross between a snake and a hippo.  
Partial Hands.  Poison. 
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Sea Beasts 
SIZE: 5  AV:  3 INT:  Animal  
Description:  A cross between a fish and a gorilla.  
Partial Hands.  Water Native. 
Sky Beasts 
SIZE: 2  AV:  1 INT:  Animal  
Description:  Flying monkey-like creatures. 
Notes:  Partial Hands.  Flying. 
Serpent Beasts 
SIZE: 5  AV:  3 INT:  Animal 
Description:  Very large snakes. 
Notes:  Sometimes poisonous.  No Hands.  They have Bite only. 
 
DRAGONS 
HP: 30  SIZE: 10  AV:  4  INT: Extreme 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, Partial Bipedal. 
Abilities: Dragons have Flying, Bite, Devour, 
Martial Arts, Giant Strength, Hind Claws, Night 
Vision, Battle Roar and Shattering Armor and 
Dragon Scales (all body armor counts as a Shield!). 
Dragons have Improved Healing Factor  for both 
Mana and HP when they are in the vicinity of their 
lair.  Dragons have a breath weapon (by type) that 
costs 1 Mana and takes its effect on anyone within 
30 feet in the direction the dragon is facing.  All 
Dragons have innate Elder Sorcery. 

Dragon Types 
Red Dragons are 10th level Flame Mages with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"Red Dragon Breath:” Deals damage = to ½ dragons max HP. 
Blue Dragons are 10th level Storm Mages with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"Blue Dragon Breath:” Freezes all for dragons max HP in minutes. 
White Dragons are 10th level Life Mages with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"White Dragon Breath:” Puts to sleep all players for dragons max HP in hours!  
Black Dragons are 10th level Necromancy Mages with all skills thereof. Breath 
Weapon: call "Black Dragon Breath:”  Deals damage = to ½ dragons max HP (resist 
healing no time limit!). 
Green Dragons are 10th level Nature Mages with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"Green Dragon Breath:” Unforges all magic items. 
Iron Dragons are 10th level Barbarians with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call "Iron 
Dragon Breath:” Hacks all limbs. 
Golden Dragons are 10th level Samurai with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"Golden Dragon Breath:” Dishonors all players = to ½ dragons max HP. 
Mithril Dragons  are 10th level Veterans with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"Mithril Dragon Breath:” Prevents the next X damage dealt by players hit where X = 
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dragons max HP. 
Steel Dragons are 10th level Knights with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call "Steel 
Dragon Breath:” Reduces all armor to AV=0. 
Platinum Dragons are 10th level Paladins with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"Platinum Dragon Breath:” Divine Gift Breath (usually kills all undead and Exorcises at 
lvl = to dragons max HP). 
Shadow Dragons are 10th level Assassins with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: Call 
"Shadow Dragon Breath:” Kills all players hit. 
Sea Dragons are 10th level Amazons with all skills thereof and are Water Native. Breath 
Weapon: call "Sea Dragon Breath:” Impales and deals vitals damage = dragons max HP 
to all hit. 
Needle Dragons are 10th level Archers with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"Needle Dragon Breath:” Missile Disarms all hit. 
Copper Dragons are 10th level Thieves with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"Copper Dragon Breath:” Knocks Unconscious all hit. 
Leather Dragons are 10th level Rangers with all skills thereof. Breath Weapon: call 
"Leather Dragon Breath:” Shatter all items hit. 
 
DRAKES 
HP 15 SIZE 5 AV 2 INT: Animal. 
Abilities:  Flying, Bite, Devour, Martial Arts, 
Improved Strength,  Night Vision, Battle Cry.  Notes:  
These half Dragons are a hybrid of Dragons made by 
Elder Sorcery.  Dragons hate these beasts who posses 
little intelligence beyond the desire to kill.  Drakes 
breed at a frantic pace and each clutch of six eggs 
always has three Drakes and three other random 
creatures (a remnant of the Elder Sorcery they had as 
Dragons).  These beasts can be ridden and are often 
found as mounts for imperial guards etc.  They posses 
all the basic skills of dragons by type but only up to 
5th lvl in a class.  There Breath weapon is at ½ power and range. 
 
DRAKESPAWN 
Common Drakespawn 
HP 0-30 SIZE 1-10 AV 0-4 INT: Animal. 
Description:  Non-Humanoid, Partial to Full hands, Partial to Full Bipedal.  usually look 
like a cross between two normal animals though they can look like anything.   
Abilities:  Aggressive.  They will have 1d10 random abilities (50% Natural Abilities 40% 
Spells and Skills, 10% New Ability).   
Notes: Drakespawn are the offspring of Drakes.  They can breed on their own and are 
very aggressive. 
Spawnmen 
HP 0-10 SIZE 1-5 AV 0-4 INT: Stupid. 
Description:  Partial-Humanoid, Partial to Full hands, Partial to Full Bipedal.  Usually 
look like a cross between a normal animal and a humanoid though they can look like 
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anything.   
Abilities:  Aggressive (Amoral/Sociopath).  They will have 1d5 random abilities (50% 
Natural Abilities 40% Spells and Skills, 10% New Ability).   
Notes: Spawnmen are the offspring of Drakes.  They can breed on their own and are very 
aggressive.  They tend to be sociopath killers and Amoral, living alone, or in very small 
groups of their type only.  They treat all species not their own as things to be 
killed/destroyed. 
 
ELEMENTALS 
HP:1-10  SIZE: 1-10 AV:  0   INT: High 
Description: Non-Humanoid, they look like a mass of element (Fire, Rock, Water, etc.)  
Elementals can also take a humanoid form (resembling humans with odd skin 
pigmentation). 
Abilities:  Outsider.  Dark Vision.  There are 5 types of elemental, Fire, Water, Air,  
Shadow, and Earth.  They have the innate abilities of Flame, Storm, Life, Necromancer 
and Nature Mages respectively and are totally immune to all magic of their elemental 
type (even elder sorcery).  They will have 1st to 10th level spells of their type based on 
their size.  Elementals can only be damaged by Magic weapons and spells but are NOT 
undead and thus silver and healing do not damage them.  If they take on Humanoid form 
they retain their immunities though cannot use their innate spells while in humanoid form 
and take damage normally (though they can revert at will).  
 
FARIE FOLK 
Description:  Humanoid, sometimes with wings, and small size. 
Fairies 
SIZE: 0  AV:  0  INT:  Average 
Abilities: Flying. *Mana Regenerating 
Notes: Night Vision.  The great mages of their species, Fairies are 
dangerous spell casters as well as warriors.   
Pixies     
SIZE: 0  AV:  0  INT:  Average 
Abilities: Flying; Regenerating.  1 Warrior Ability innately. 
Notes:  Night Vision, Pixies are the 
warriors of their race. 
Nymphs 
SIZE: 3   INT:  Average 
Description:  Very attractive elf like 
beings. 
Abilities: Night Vision, Regenerating, 
Tree Form Ball, Allure Touch, and 
Adrenaline.  (Cannot wear armor). 
Notes:  Seductive and dangerous 
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creatures Nymphs lure their prey into an intoxicating dream world forever.  
Nymphs never wear armor. 
Madwings     
SIZE: 2  AV:  0  INT:  Average 
Description:  Larger farrie that have a double set of dragonfly wings. 
Abilities: Flying;  Night Vision.  They always have 1 Innate Warrior Skill 
(ANY) and 1 Innate Mage Spell (ANY).  Regenerating for BOTH HP and 
Mana. 
Notes:   Madwings are very rare elite forces of the farrie. 
Brownies     
SIZE: 0  AV:  0  INT:  Average 
Description: Brownies appear like elfin gnomes, always in hats and nicely 
made clothes.   
Abilities: Regenerating.  Night Vision.  They have an innate Instant 
Teleport (IC) and true Invisibility at will! 
Notes:  They love magic items as well as bartering and trading, often not 
taking no for an answer!   
 
GIANTS 
Description:  Huge people with very muscular build. 
Notes: Giants are solitary, often fighting alone (thought they do come to 
each-others aid for healing). They are arrogant and will usually only attack 
(unless attacked themselves) if they see a large group worth to battle. 
Giants have Giant Strength.  Can use Two Handed Weapons in one hand.  
All Attacks cut through armor (AV=0). 
Lesser Giants Hit Points:  10 SIZE: 6 AV:  0  INT:  Low  
Greater Giants  Hit Points: 20 SIZE: 8 AV: 0  INT: Average 

Flame Giants:  Innate 
1st Tier Flame Mage 
Spells 
Storm Giants:  Innate 
1st Tier Strom Mage 
Spells 
Life Giants:  Innate 1s 
lvl Life Mage Spells 
Death Giants:  Innate 
1s Tier Necro Mage 
Spells 
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Nature Giants:  Innate 1st Tier Nature Mage Spells  
 

GOBLINS 
Common Goblins  
SIZE: 1  AV:  0  INT:  Stupid  
Description:  Small, ugly, partial humanoids.  
Notes: All Goblins always fight in groups, they will run away from 
attackers if alone. They can’t use two-handed weapons. 
 
GRIFFINS  
SIZE: 5  AV:  1  INT:  Low  
Description:  An eagle in the front with the hind quarters of a lion.  
Notes: Flying; Bite, Devour, Martial Arts. 
 
KOBOLDS  
SIZE: 1  AV:  2   INT:  Low 
Description:  Kobolds look like small lizard men. 
Notes:  Usually attack in large numbers.  They are Aggressive and 
territorial. 
 
OGRES: 
Common Ogres 
Hit Points: 5  SIZE: 5 AV:  0  INT:  
Low 
Description:  Ugly, muscular partial 
humanoids with sharp teeth. 
Notes: Improved Strength.  Not too smart 
but strong. 
Grey Ogres 
Hit Points: 6  SIZE: 5  AV:  0  INT:  
Low 
Description:  Ugly, muscular partial humanoids, greyish skin, and sharp 
teeth. 
Notes: Improved Strength.  Terrified by Magic, will run if any is used on 
them. 
Dark Ogres  
Hit Points: 6  SIZE: 5 AV:  1  INT:  Average 
Description:  Ugly, muscular partial humanoids, blue/green skin, and 
sharp teeth. 
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Notes: Improved Strength.  Somewhat smarter and solitary.  They tend to 
be cruel and dangerous.  
Death Ogres  
Hit Points: 7  SIZE: 6 AV:  1  INT:  High  
Description:  Ugly, muscular partial humanoids, olive skin, and sharp 
teeth. 
Notes: Improved Strength.  Very smart but are solitary and tend to fight 
alone.  Cruel and always evil. 
 
SPIDER (LARGE) 
Hit Points:  5  SIZE: 4  AV:  2  INT:  Animal 
Description:  Spiders the size of horses. 
Notes: Large Spiders have Acidic Blood and Unbreachability and 
Improved Strength. Large Spiders use two Long Flails (one in each hand), 
which are their arms have Snare as well as Bite for Poison! 
SPIDER (GIANT)  
Hit Points:  10  SIZE: 8  AV:  2  INT:  Animal 
Description:  Huge spiders. 
Notes: Notes: Large Spiders have Acidic Blood and Unbreachability and 
Giant Strength as well as AV=0 attacks. Giant Spiders use two Long Flails 
(one in each hand), which are their arms have Snare as well as Bite for 
Poison! 
 
TREE ENT 
Hit Points:  8  SIZE: 8  AV:  4  INT:  Average 
Description:  Trees, with rough faces, and root-like feet. 
Notes: Tree Ents use Mace and Chain or Flails as their arms. Their skills 
include Martial Arts, Jumpstart Heal, Giant Strength, and Unbreachable. 
They attack anyone with an Axe, friend or foe. If unprovoked they will 
heal OR Rebirth (instant Resurrection!) anyone in need. 
 
TROLLS 
All trolls have Regenerating which 
means that they are always healing 
themselves, even when dead, they just 
heal and get up again unless burned 
while dead. 
Wood Trolls 
Hit Points:  6  SIZE: 2  AV:  0  INT:  
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Low 
Description:  Dwarf-sized, ugly hunched partial humanoids with lanky 
build and chameleon like skin. 
Notes: Regenerating.  Wood Trolls are very wild, not much smarter than 
Cave Trolls and have Martial Arts and Hide. 
Cave Trolls 
Hit Points:  20  SIZE: 8  AV:  2  INT:  Dense 
Description:  Huge, ugly, hunched partial humanoids with muscular build 
and thick, rock-like skin, and claws. 
Notes: Regenerating.  Cave Trolls are not very smart but extremely 
resilient with Giant Strength, Unbreachable, and never fall unconscious.  
They have Martial Arts and all attacks are AV=0. They are rarely mages. 
War Trolls  
HP:  10  SIZE: 4  AV:  1  INT:  Low 
Description:  Ugly, hunched partial humanoids with lanky build and thick, 
leathery skin. 
Notes: Regenerating.  War Trolls are much smarter than Cave Trolls and 
are commonly found in evil armies as front running troops. 
Dark Trolls 
HP:  10  SIZE: 5  AV:  1  INT:  High 
Description:  Ugly, hunched partial humanoids with lanky build and dark, 
thick, leathery skin, long, razor sharp claws and huge yellow cat like eyes.. 
Notes: Regenerating.  Dark Trolls are nocturnal and wilder than War 
Trolls (Adrenaline, Acidic Blood!). They are often deadly mages and have 
Martial Arts and Weapon Mastery. 
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Creatures of Teriock and the 
Southern Isles: 

 
ARMADILLO BIRD 
HP: 2 Mana:  SIZE: 2 
AV: 2  RARITY: 5 INT: Animal 
Description:  A Macaw with Armadillo armor on its back.  These birds 
roll in a ball from a large height to crack nuts and defend their territory.  
When falling first MA hit is UB (cant change direction when falling) 
Abilities: Flying, Martial Arts, large shield on back Immune to falling 
damage 
CAVE SCORPION  
HP: 3 Mana:  SIZE: 3 
AV: 3  RARITY: 5 INT: Animal 
Description: Giant Scorpions found in the caves of Terriok and the 
southern isles.  (use an axe for its claw and a medium flail for its tail.  
Scorpions are never found in sunlight. 
Abilities: Axe has snare and the Flail AV 0 poison attack. 
 
CENTABEAST (the gerrymander) 
HP: (X+2) Mana:  SIZE: 6-10 
AV: 4(see below) RARITY: 5 INT: Animal 
Description: Giant Centipede creature that roams the deserts of Terriok.  
These creatures are always solitary. (Need at least 5 people to play one of 
these creatures.  The head uses two axes for its mandibles and is 
invulnerable to all attacks until every one of its segments are destroyed.  
Each segment uses a large or tower shield and the end segment a long 
flail.  The tail attacks as UB because of the force of its whip. 
Abilities: AV0 Bite,  UB tail.  Devour.  
 
DEATHCAP TOADSTOOLS 
HP: 1 Mana:  SIZE: 1 
AV: 0  RARITY: 5 INT: Animal 
Description: Large hybrid mushroom Toads found on the Isle of Oni.  
Very dangerous but have many uses when properly harvested by 
herbalists.  These black spotted, red mushroom frogs shoot spores of death 
rays when potential predators approach them.  They Hop on there stalk 
through the forests of Oni in search of Lightning Bugs and Fireflies or an 
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occasional Monsquitoe to snare with its long tongue. (use medium flail for 
tongue.)  They however fear Horseflies and Hop as fast as they can away 
from this Predator that is immune to their spoors.  
Abilities: deathray, Immune to fire and lightning spells and abilities. 
 
DRAGONFLY 
HP: 1 Mana: 3  SIZE: 1 
AV: 4  RARITY: 10 INT: High 
Description: Large hybrid Dragonfly Dragons found on the Isle of Oni 
though some have seemed to move off their native grounds to other 
islands.  These creatures are highly intelligent and are often mages in 1 or 
more classes.  These beings appear as Dragons with the wings of 
dragonflies. They also can polymorph into actual dragonflies as 
camouflage.  Every Dragonfly has their own pond, swamp or small body 
of water that it treats as its home range.  *All Dragonflies can charm any 
creature with Low or Animal intelligence that enters its home range.  
dragonflies will seek to destroy any thing it deems a threat to its 
environment.  Although they are not true dragons they seem to be treated 
by dragons as cousins rather than as a form of drakspawn.  
Abilities: dragon breath by type 15’, charm*, Flying, Martial Arts with 
weapon mastery, hide-(when on or above water) polymorph into dragonfly 
insect (use Grieve on arm for insect form) 
 
FIREFLY 
HP: 1 Mana: 1  SIZE: 0 
AV: 0  RARITY: 5 INT: Animal 
Description: These red glowing bugs are found in the Jungles and swamps 
of Oni Island.  They are bright bugs that seem to be attracted to dry wood.  
They seem to eat, feed, and bread in the charred remains.  Thus they shoot 
fire balls at any dry wood they see.  Even spear and Axe handles!  They 
stay clear of mushrooms however – especially Death-cap toadstools who 
prey on them. To play a Firefly use a grieve on your arm as the bug 
(attacks have to hit the grieve to wound) You can even play two bugs this 
way if need be! 
Abilities: Fireball, flying, immune to Fire spells and effects 
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HORSE  
HP: 1 Mana: 0 SIZE: 4  
AV: 0 RARITY:10  INT: Animal 
Description: Horses are extremely rare and only found roaming in the 
plains south east of Grittin. Here they roam free and are occasionally prey 
to the Great Roc that soar the skies.  These creatures are usually found in 
packs of 3 or more and are very hard to tame.  However the Horse Lords 
of the eastern plains have managed to do just this and often ride these 
creatures into battle. (Use two short flails to strike with hooves or 
trample). 
Abilities:, Leap, Trample, AV0 strike with hooves 
 
HORSEFLY 
HP: 1 Mana: 0 SIZE: 3  
AV: 0 RARITY: 5  INT: Animal 
Description: Horseflies are found roaming the swamps, Jungles and 
Forests of Oni Island.  They have the form of Horses with the wings and 
Eyes of Flies and very sharp teeth. (Use two short flails to strike or bite 
with).  They often befriend humanoids that offer them fungus to eat. They 
will often give the lucky onlookers a ride on their back afterward.  The 
reason for this strange behavior is of yet unknown.   
Abilities:, Flying,  AV0 Bite, immune to the spoors of Toadstools. 
 
KOMODO LIZARD 
HP: 1 Mana: 1 SIZE: 2  
AV: 1 RARITY: 5  INT: Animal 
Description: Large Lizards found roaming all over southern Terriok, some 
aquatic varieties that are found in the southern isles have swimming.  
These lizards only attack in packs and will not approach groups larger then 
3.   
Abilities: Martial Arts and AV 0 bite, Devour (only after alpha Female 
takes the first bite.) 
 
KOOLASOKAS 
HP: 50 Mana: 0 SIZE: 10 
AV: 1 RARITY: 8 INT: Animal. 
Description: Giant sea-fairing amphibian with a striking tongue and 
Limbs.  Found roaming the Seas of Terriok in coastal caves. (Played by 5 
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players)  Use a long flail for its head and tongue and a person with a 
medium flail for each limb. Each appendage has 10 hit points as does the 
Head. All limbs are useless once the head is wounded)  
Abilities: Head: AV0, snare, carrying, devour, effective helm.  Limbs: 
AV0  - Regeneration in cave lair  
 
LIGHTNING BUG 
HP: 1 Mana: 1  SIZE: 0 
AV: 0  RARITY: 5 INT: Animal 
Description: These Blue glowing bugs are found in the Jungles and 
swamps of Oni Island.  They are bright bugs that seem to be attracted to 
conductive metal of any kind.  They seem to gather electrons from the air 
around them as food when they become adults but often creates a greater 
charge then they can process at anyone time.  Thus resulting in a lightning 
bolt that is discharged to the nearest ‘ground’ – that usually being 
someone’s armor in the group! They are also drawn to metal due to the 
polarization that occurs when they are feasting.  As soon as they discharge 
however they become hungry again and instantly charge up from the air 
around them. They stay clear of mushrooms however – especially 
Deathcap toadstools who prey on them.  To play a Lightning bug use a 
grieve on your arm as the bug (attacks have to hit the grieve to wound) 
You can even play two bugs this way if need be. 
Abilities: Lightning bolt, flying, immune to storm spells and effects 
 
MINOTAUR 
HP: 5 Mana: 5 SIZE: 6  
AV: 3 (unbreachable) RARITY: 8  INT: High 
Description: Large humanoid body with the head and horns of a bull.  
These creatures are not native to this world (or from Crestfall!).  Their red 
skin is think and unbreachable.  They have an uncanny ability with magic 
and are often mages of at least two types.  These creatures love and seek 
magic items and are sought after as dark officers.  
Abilities: (2nd tier Veteran) unbreachability, Natural-Helm, Giant Strength, 
Regeneration. 
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MONGOOSQUIRRELS 
Mana: SIZE: 1 
AV: 1 RARITY: INT: animal+ 
Description: Hobbit sized Black mongoose with squirrel tails and gliding 
membranes like those of flying squirrels.  They are always found in packs 
of three or more.  Known to eat Noble Snake eggs and pester noble snakes 
from their lairs.  They are immune to the Noble snakes UB venom and 
will often attempt to rouse the great snake from its layer to get at its eggs.  
These are creatures of animal intelligence but are never the less very 
intelligent much like dolphins and other high functioning mammals.   
Abilities: Gliding (leap x2), Martial arts, bite, tracking 
 
MONSQUITOE 
HP: 1 Mana: 1  SIZE: 1  
AV: 1 RARITY:   INT: Animal 
Description: Large black mosquitoes the size of pelicans.  These insects 
are usually found on the island of Oni but the have slowly been spreading 
over the southern isles.  They spawn in dark swamps in the cover of 
jungles or in damp caves. They like to drink the blood of their prey after 
wounding them and for reasons still unknown this appears to drain their 
victims of their mana.  It takes a 40 count to drain mana from a victim. 
Use a spear as the stinger of these vermin.   
Abilities: Mana Draining 
 
MOUSEBEAR 
HP: 1-5 Mana: 1 SIZE: 1-5  
AV: 0  RARITY: 8  INT: animal 
Description: These mice are found in the mainland of Terriok.  These 
creatures appear as small mice but when threatened they become large 
bears. 
Abilities: (Bear form: AV0 bite, martial arts 5HP) mice have no abilities 
 
NOBLE SNAKE (Veterabarian snake) 
HP: 20 Mana: 4 SIZE: 8  
AV: 4 (unbreachable) RARITY:   INT: Animal 
Description: Giant Metallic Blue Snakes which are solitary.  These 
creatures fear none save a pack of Mongoose squirrels.  Found in southern 
Terriok and the southern isles. 
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Abilities: (2nd tier Barbarian 2nd tier Veteran) unbreachability, Brace, 
Impervious to missile spells and weapons, effective Helm, UB Venom 
Attacks – (Use spear as head of snake) 
 
OCTOKRAKEN 
HP: 50 Mana: 0 SIZE: 9 
 AV: 1 RARITY: 8 INT: Animal. 
Description: Giant Octopus with 8 striking tentacles and Head.  Found 
roaming the Seas of Terriok. (Played by 9 players - or possibly 5).  Use 
two Axes for the head and tongue and a person with a medium flail for 
each limb. Each appendage has 5 hit points, and the head has 10. (All 
limbs are useless once the head is wounded)  
Abilities: Head: UB, carrying, devour, effective helm. Terror Ink  Spray 9’ 
Limbs: AV0  
 
ONI ORK 
SIZE: 1 AV: 0 INT: High 
Description: Muscular, ugly (but not by Ork standards), Short and Stocky 
orks. 
Notes: Oni are Urukai that have evolved to be very short but are just as 
smart and formidable as their bigger cousins. They cannot retreat from a 
battle unless ALL their opponents in the vicinity (10-foot radius) are 
unconscious. The Oni are also cultural Samurai and are usually at least 1st 
teir in this class.  Their Generals are often found riding pigmy elephants as 
mounts. Also, unlike Urukai, Oni will fight in organized groups and are 
usually accompanied by a Kali Warrior who is a highly trained 2nd tier 
assassin 2nd tier Barbarian that has the uncanny ability to hide in shadow 
and attack with relentless and chaotic tactics.  Most oni follow the Indian 
pantheon of gods. (Indra, ganesha, Shiva etc.) They are also a Hierarchal 
society based on the smallness of things.  The smaller someone is the 
closer they are to godliness.   
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PHRAINTS 
HP: 1 Mana: 1 SIZE: 3 
AV: 2 RARITY: 1 INT: Average 
Description: Partial-Humanoid. Phraints look like giant Praying Mantises 
with only two arms and two legs. 
Abilities: Leap. They are totally without feeling (immune to Fear etc.). 
They have an exoskeleton (equivalent chain armor) and thus cannot wear 
any other armor. 
Notes: Phraints are never mages (unless the GM says you can be a Red 
Phraint). 
 
PIGMY ELEPHANT  
HP: 1 Mana: 0 SIZE: 4  
AV: 2 RARITY: 5  INT: Animal 
Description:  Pigmy Elephants are common mounts on the island of Oni. 
They are half the size of traditional elephants but just as dangerous.  
(Use one medium flail to strike and use as trunk). 
Abilities: Trample, AV0 and disarm and snare with trunk 
 
RAT 
Mana: 0 SIZE: 0 AV: 0 
RARITY:1 INT: animal+ 
Description: Rats are sometimes solitary but often found in large social 
groups. ( Use Grieve as rat- must hit grieve to wound) 
Abilities: bite, tracking, stealth in darkness and shadows 
 
RED CRAB 
Mana: 0 SIZE: 2 
AV: 3 RARITY:3  INT: animal 
Description: Huge Red crab with razor sharp claws that make the 
following creepy sounds “Didachum datachum.” They scavenge the 
beaches and rock shores of Terriok. Use an axe for one claw and a short 
flail for the other 
Abilities: Hack attacks with the axe, carrying Devouring only once their 
claim over their food is not challenged. 
 
RINO WHEZEL  
SIZE: 4 AV: 1 HP 2 INT: Low 
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Description: Half Rhino and Half Weasel, usually found in packs of 3 or 
more. 
Notes: Martial Arts, leap/charge combo (use Jeite for horn) 
 
ROC 
SIZE: 7 AV: 2 HP 10 INT: Low 
Description: A Hawk the size of  large Helicopter.  
Notes: Flying; AV0 Bite, Devour, Martial Arts, giant strength( can throw 
boulders only at things on the ground) . 
 
ROCK TROLL 
Hit Points: 10 SIZE: 6 AV: 2 INT: Dense 
Description: Huge, ugly, hunched partial humanoids with muscular build 
and thick, rock-like skin, and claws often mistaken for Rocks themselves.  
(Use two large or tower shields on each arm and a small flail in each hand 
as these creatures- often kick boulders) 
Abilities: Regenerating, Giant Strength, hide, Unbreachable, and never fall 
unconscious.  
 
SAND SNAKE 
HP: 5 Mana: 4 SIZE: 5  
AV: 3 RARITY:   INT: Animal 
Description: Large Red Snake found in the deserts in southern Terriok.   
Abilities:, UB Venom Attacks (Use Javelin as head of snake) 
 
SAND SPIDERS 
HP: 3 SIZE: 2  
AV: 2 RARITY:   INT: Animal 
Description: Large yellow sand colored spiders.  These spiders are usually 
found in colonies.  They like to bite their prey after wounding them and 
wrap them in webs (at a count of 20)  It takes a 20 count to unwrap prey 
and must be revived by magic healing.  Players use two short Flails for 
arms and a net for Web 
Abilities:, Instant hide (burrowing) Paralyzing “Terror” Venom bite, 
Snare, Acidic blood 
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SAURAG  
ROR: 50 HP: 1 Mana: 0 SIZE: 3 
AV: 2 RARITY: 1 INT: Average- 
Dense. 
Description: Partial Humanoid, like lizard men. 
Abilities: These lizard men come in three varieties; Desert, Swamp, and 
Imperial Swamp have tales and are tougher and Imperial have tales as well 
and are larger (+1 SIZE) and tend to be Dense, while the Desert variety is 
fast and quick-witted.  Need custom armor. 
 
SEARAPTOR (nicknamed the Leopleridon) 
HP: 10 Mana: 0 SIZE: 8 
AV: 3 RARITY:   INT: Animal. 
Description: Very large sea fairing reptile with a striking tongue and tail.  
Found roaming the Lakes and Seas of Teriock in both fresh and salt water 
environments. (Played by 2 players. Use a long flail for the tail and a spear 
for the tongue 
Abilities: Tongue: AV0 strike, snare, devour.  Tail: AV0 strike, disarm 
 
SKUNKAPHANT 
HP: 3 Mana: 0 SIZE: 6 
AV: 2 RARITY:   INT: Animal. 
Description: These solitary black and white striped short haired 
Mammoth/skunks trample through the jungles scavenging for food and 
trample stinking anything that threatens them.  Their trample can be 
healed but their stink cant be gotten rid of for over a week!   
Abilities: Use one medium flail, Trample, Snare, Disarm 
 
SHARK 
HP: 1 Mana: 0  SIZE: 3 
AV: 1  RARITY: 5 INT: Animal 
Description: Found roaming the seas of Teriock.  Sharks are usually found 
in groups and will bump potential prey 3 times before biting unless there 
is blood in the water. If someone has been wounded then all sharks will 
attack potential prey in a frenzy.  Sharks will circle prey at a count of 60 
before devouring- devouring takes 60 seconds. (Use two short swords for 
the mouth of the shark). 
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SPINE LOCUSTS 
HP: 1 Mana: 0  SIZE: 3 
AV: 2  RARITY: 5 INT: Animal 
Description: Found attacking the grain stores of Teriock.  Spine Locusts 
are usually found in groups and will shoot their poison spines (AVO dart - 
Dead at end of encounter) when threatened.  Immature specimens are 
imobal (plastic ball or rep.) instantly kill victim if you touch them. 
Abilities : Flying, Martial Arts, AVO dart (poison) 
 
TERRORBUTTON TOADSTOOL 
HP: 1 SIZE: 0 
AV: 0  RARITY: 5 INT: Animal 
Description: Immature variety of the Death cap Toadstool. this  hybrid 
mushroom/toad is found on the Isle of Oni.  Very dangerous but have 
many uses when properly harvested by herbalists.  These black spotted, 
red button mushroom frogs shoot spores of terror balls when potential 
predators approach them.  They can not hop yet and are rooted to old logs 
and decaying matter.  
Abilities: Terror ball, Immune to fire and lightning spells and abilities. 
 
WENPORT ELF 
HP: 1 Mana: 2 SIZE: 1 
AV: 0 RARITY: 1 INT: Average 
Description: Pigmy elves that evolved on the West Salamani Isle.  These 
small elves are natural sea fairer and fisherman that are highly sought after 
for captains of voyages. 
Abilities: Immune to mind effects. climbing, Cultural corsair/amazons 
(tier 1) can sense natural effects of the next encounter.   
 
YELLOW CRAB 
Mana: 0 SIZE: 1  AV: 2  RARITY: 3  
INT: animal 
Description: Huge Yellow crab with razor sharp claws that make the 
following sounds creepy sounds “Didachum datachum.” They scavenge 
the beaches and rock shores of Terriok. Use an axe for one claw and a 
short flail for the other 
Abilities: Hack attacks with the axe, carrying Devouring only once their 
claim over their food is not challenged. 
. 
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OTHERWORLDLY BEINGS : 
 In FanWar we have distinctions between the type of otherworldly beings 
you might run into.  They break down into three groups.  The first is the 
more traditional Zombie or Skeleton.  We call these Constructed 
Undead.  They are like robots in that they follow orders and are not 
usually self controlled.  They are created by trapping a spirit in a body and 
using it like a battery to power the dead body (a very evil thing to do).  
The second type of otherworldly beings are Natural Undead, which are 
naturally occurring creatures of the Ethereal or Spirit Realm.  Some of 
them have been summoned by Necromancers but most are free willed and 
are sentient and can be good.  The last type of otherworldly beings are 
called Outsiders because they don’t belong in this world or are from 
another dimension etc.  These are things like Demons, Angels, or 
Elementals.  They don’t follow any of the rules of normal Undead unless 
they have Undead as part of their subtype. 
If a creature is undead it can be one of three power levels of undead: 
Minor, Full and Greater.  All undead regardless of power level are 
Immune to Unconsciousness (similar to Adrenaline) they fight until 
Dead and thus fight until their HP are at negative 4. 
Minor Undead (rarity 0-1)  are just animated dead bodies and as such can 
be cut down like any other body.  
They have no innate special 
abilities beyond being Immune to 
Unconsciousness and having 
Spirit Guide. 
Full Undead  � (rarity 2 and 
up) cannot be hurt by normal 
weapons. A full undead, if hit by a 
normal weapon will simply ignore 
that damage.  To  kill a full 
undead they must be… 
a) damaged with Silver 
b) damaged with magic. 
c) healed – healing spells damage them on a point per point basis 
Greater Undead (Ω) are unaffected by silver and healing must come from 
a Life Mage (Paladin Healing doesn’t work).  Magic spells and Magic 
items still work fine. 
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Mana Draining Attacks:  All undead can drain mana from things that 
they attack.  These attacks must always be done with the hands and are 
UB.  Minor Undead must do this as a 
Ritual OUT skill, at which point they 
drain all the targets mana.  Full undead 
can only drain one mana at a time and 
must count to their ROR while touching 
you to drain you.  But Greater Undead 
can drain a mana simply by touching you 
(and some more than one each time!).  If 
you are drained of more then 2 mana you 
will begin to go insane, and if you are drained of 5 you die.  Note that 
Silver is Immune to mana draining attacks. 
 
A short list of some of the known undead. 
 
BATTLE BONES � 
Hit Points:  5  SIZE: 4  AV:  0 INT:  Average 
Description:  Big complete sets of troll bones. 
Notes:  Constructed.  Made from fallen Trolls, these Skeletons are far 
more dangerous than the common Skeletons that lurk marshes.  Battle 
Bones are immune to missiles weapons and Missile Spells and have 
Regenerating just like Trolls! 
 
DEATH  KNIGHTS Ω 
SIZE: 4  AV:  0  INT:  Average 
Description: Empty suits of armor walking around. 
Notes: Natural.  Death Knights always wear Plate Mail.  They have the 
innate abilities of a 1st Tier Knight and 1st Tier Necromancer with all 
skills and abilities thereof.  They also have Improved Strength and 
Animate Dead.  They also have Ritual Undead Creation for types they 
have learned. 
 
DEMONS Ω 

Lesser Demons 
Hit Points:  20  SIZE: 4  AV:  3  INT:  
Very High  
Description:  Terrifying muscular 
monsters, usually with wings, horns and 
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claws. 
Notes: Outsider (Undead) Flying; Lesser Demons have Improved and 
Giant Strength, Hack, Martial Arts, Weapon Mastery, Regenerating, and 
Animate Dead and Elder Sorcery Undead Creation (Unlimited!). 
Fire, Storm, Sun, Shadow, Earth, Demons 
Notes:  10th level Flame, Strom, Life, Necromancy, Nature Mages 
respectively. 
 
GAURDIAN SPIRIT  
SIZE: as species  AV:  as species  INT:  as species 
Description:  Transparent version of what the 
being was alive. 
Notes: Natural. These beings usually exist only 
for a short time and are the spirit of a recently 
dead player brought back to assist the living.  
They have all the memories, intensions, and 
thoughts of their living selves, but none of the 
class abilities.  They do have all their species type 
abilities however. 
 
GHOST 
SIZE: 3  AV:  0  INT:  Low  
Description:  Transparent people floating around.. 
Notes: Natural, Ghosts have Flying and Fear Touch but cannot deal any 
damage. 
 
GHOUL � 
SIZE: 3  AV:  1  INT:  Dense 
Description:  Ugly pale monster people with lots of sharp teeth. 
Notes: Constructed. Ghouls have Martial arts and Bite (which is 
Poisonous) and Devour.  They are insatiable cannibals. 
 
SKELETONS  � 
SIZE: 3  AV:  0  INT:  High  
Description:  Complete sets of bones walking around. 
Notes: Constructed.  Skeletons are immune to arrows. 
 
SPECTERS  � 
SIZE: 3  AV:  0  INT:  Average 
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Description:  Transparent people floating around. 
Notes: Natural.  Flying; Martial Arts, Ethereal Travel (instant).  They 
never wear armor. 
 
VAMPIRES Ω   
Hit Points:  5  SIZE: 1-4  AV:  0  INT:  
Very High 
Description:  Normal looking, very 
attractive people, with pale skin and sharp 
fangs. 
Notes: Natural/Constructed Hybrid.  Flying, 
Duel, Animate Dead, Ethereal Travel 
(instantaneous!), Charm Elite (tag a player 
to gain control of them, they fight for you!).  
They also have Ritual Undead Creation for types they have learned. 
 
WRAITH ���� 
Common Wraith 
Hit Points:  8  SIZE: 3  AV:  0  INT:  High  
Description:  Transparent humanoid forms with red glowing eyes. 
Notes: Natural, Flying; never have armor.  Martial Arts, Weapon Mastery. 
They have Animate Dead, Charm (tag a player to gain control of them, 
they fight for you!), and Ethereal Travel (Instantaneous!).  They also have 
Ritual Undead Creation for types they have learned. 
 
ZOMBIES (humanoid) 
SIZE: 3  AV:  0  INT:  Stupid  
Description:  Dead people walking around. 
Notes: Constructed. Humanoid Zombies are Stupid and can only walk 
slowly. 

 

Glossary of Species Type Abilities: 
Acidic Blood:  Any weapons that damage you are shattered at the end of combat (thank 
you NERO for this one). 
Adrenaline:  You fight until dead, not wounded.  This means that you can keep fighting 
until your HP are at -4 at which point you die.   
Advanced Smelling:  Can smell what type of creatures are within 30’ and can tell the 
exact location of creatures within 10’. 
Aggressive:  You will attack anything that seems to be a threat to you and will not retreat 
from battle if there are opponents to fight in your vicinity (30 feet area). 
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Animate Dead (IC):  Tag a dead player to turn them into an Guarian Spirit.  You Charm 
them as you cast this spell if you wish by spending 1 mana as you cast it. This spell also 
brings any undead back to life instantly. 
Bite (IC):  Can attack with both hands at the same time which is AV=0 and if they both 
damage the bite deals damage (can kill if the monster is big or Poisonous) 
Carrying (IC):   Touch both arms to a player and then that player can move with you as 
long as you are touching them. 
Climbing (IC):   Can climb up or down any cliff by counting to the number of feet the 
cliff is (your hands must be free to climb and you cannot fight while climbing even if you 
stop mid way up or down). 
Cowardly:   You will flee from all battle and fighting, running directly away from the 
location of the fighting. 
Deaf:  As it says.  You cannot hear anything and must not respond to In Game sounds. 
Dense:  Dense creatures are a step up from Stupid.  They have a basic sense of reality but 
often forget what it is.  They don’t retreat even if they can’t win a fight (don’t realize they 
can’t win).  They don’t search people for goods, forget items are magic, attack without 
warning and hide things in rather obvious places.  If you are playing a Dense creature, be 
just that, dense, and have fun with it. 
Desert Native (passive):  Take ½ damage from Desert Weather, run in sand, only walk 
in other environments. 
Devour (IC):  Tag a dead player to render the body and all items on them gone in 10 
seconds per size the player is (items may be inside creature!) 
Digging:  Can dig into the ground by hand about 1 foot per second. 
Diving (IC):  While swimming you may call Diving, point your first to the ground and 
count to 6 at which point you are considered out of range of all attacks until you call 
surfacing and count to 6.. 
Dragon Scales:  your body armor counts as a Shield for all abilities 
Flying (IC):   You are considered to be always in flight and thus may move across rivers 
and moats at will.  You may also call "Soaring" and count to 6 at which point you are 
then out of range of all non-missile attacks. You cannot use any non-missile attacks or 
retrieve any throw spells or weapons while soaring. You must call "Descending" and 
count to 6 at which point you are within range again and may retrieve your items or 
engage in melee attacks. 
Gliding :  Flying without Souring. 
Improved Strength:  Can use two handed weapons in one hand.  If you use a Two 
Handed Weapon in both hands it is AV=0. 
Immune to Mental Effects:  As Elves, you cannot be Charmed, Mind Controlled, or put 
to Sleep by Spells etc.  Knockout still work it is a concussive force attack. 
Immunities:   The basic Immunity from a specific skill or ability such as Fear, Fireball or 
Charm.  This does not give protection from a whole group of skills. 
Instant Ethereal:  You can pass instantly into the Ethereal Plane (put an open hand over 
your head to tell people they can’t see you).  While Ethereal you can pass through all 
substance except silver, and cannot usually be attacked or affected.  You must make a 
sound when you pass in or out of the Ethereal Plane. All glued items will go with you 
both directions. 
Leap (IC):   Can become flying for a count of 4 but cannot soar. 
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Mana Drain:   The ability to touch a player and drain away their mana.  Usually this 
ability takes your ROR to complete, but sometimes if you are a Greater Undead you can 
use this skill instantaneously and for more than one mana at a time. 
No Hands:  Cannot use items. 
No Speech:  As it says.  You cannot talk, but can make animal noises. 
Non-Humanoid:  Look totally alien, like an animal or a beast (though may have arms 
and legs and walk upright depending on Bipedal and Hands etc.) 
Partial Bipedal:   You cannot run with anything in your hands (because this creature runs 
on all fours). 
Partial Hands:  You do not have real opposable thumbs and thus holding things is 
difficult. 
Partial Humanoid:   Looks slightly human, could pass for a human or similar species in 
the dark etc. 
Partial Speech:  Can only speak in broken common and no other languages. 
Poison:  Call Poison when you attack and if you damage someone they are poisoned and 
will pass out in 20 seconds and be dead in 1 minute unless they get an Antidote. 
Quadruped:  No movement while holding anything. 
Regenerating: You heal 1 HP every 20 seconds.  If you die- you count to 20 and get 
back up with all your hits again. The only way to really kill something with Regenerating 
is to burn it while it is dead (i.e. deal its fire damage while it is wounded and regenerating 
at which point it is burning and will die in 20 minutes).  This does not hold true for the 
ethereal types like Demons and Angels who must be exorcised to destroy them! 
Shattering Armor (IC):   Call “Shattering Armor” (IC) and be Stationary: any non-
magic items that strike your body armor but do not wound you are rendered shattered. 
Slow:  You cannot move faster than a walk at any time no matter how you are traveling 
(Flying, Swimming, etc.) 
Stupid:  Not exactly an ability (but worth mentioning anyway), creatures that are Stupid 
will basically not accurately deduce weather they are in danger or not.  They will also 
leap off cliffs in pursuit of enemies, etc. and have a basic disregard for the laws of nature 
and their own safety.  Goblins are a prefect example of Stupid creatures.  Creatures of 
this type are required to roll to see if they can figure out the right thing to do in a give 
situation (usually with only a 25% of getting it right). 
Super Climbing (IC):  May climb with full use of hands while doing so! 
Super Digging:  As Diving but for soft soil or sand.  Does not leave a tunnel. 
Trample (BC):  a Charge attack that is UB. 
True Sight (IC):   Spirit Guide & Scouting as well as well as the ability to see Invisible 
things and Polymorphed things are they really are.  
Tunneling:  Can dig tunnels that others your size may pass through.  OUT of game skill. 
Undead Creation:  Like Animate Dead but can make any type of undead you have 
learned. 
Water Native (passive):  You may run in the water but only walk slowly on land and 
can Dive. 
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Creative Crafting Reference Charts: (costs are double lvl) 

Potions 
Healing Potion (stops Bleeding)              lvl 1 
Burning Liquid (burns for 1 HP)   lvl 3 
Antidote (stops Poison effect).      Lvl 4 
Instant Rope (30’rope that lasts 10 min)  Lvl 4 
Glow Bulbs (glow in 10’ )    Lvl 5 
Freezing Liquid (freezes for 20 seconds)  lvl 5 
Skunk Spheres (they really stink – 10’ area)  lvl 6 
Smokey Spheres (make smoke- poor visibility) lvl 6 
Gnomish Glue (very strong adhesive)  lvl 7 
Goblin Grease (very slippery oil)   lvl 9 
Quick Paint(very fast drying paint)              lvl 10 
Silver Serpent Solvent (cleans up alchemy mess) lvl 11 
Human Strength Potion (gives size 3 strength) lvl 11 
Crushhoof Potion (gives +1 Carrying)  lvl 13 
Ogreye Flask (Improved Strength but low INT) lvl 14 
GooseEgg Vials (+1 Size but Slow)   lvl 15 
Evercandles (torches that work underwater)  lvl 15 
Pyromancers Jelly (it burns really well!)  lvl 18 
Pyromancers Cream (won’t burn easily)  lvl 20 
Hydrablood Acid (Acidic Blood in a vial!)  lvl 25 
Crumbler (makes rock soft as chalk)   lvl 27 
Fae Powder (stops acids and flame)   lvl 28 
Reflector Salve (covered surface is spellturning)      lvl 30 
Impression Liquid (good for making potions) lvl 31 
Transmogrify Potion (become the set species type) ½ rarity2 

Poisons (green vial) note, if used in drink/food 1 bottle is 5 doses 
Poison (Standard -1 HP in ROR)   lvl 8 
Venom Poison (causes X damage in 20 count)   lvl 8 
Fatigue Poison (causes you to be stationary)  lvl 9 
Paralysis Poison (causes effective unconsciousness) lvl 15 
Widow Poison (causes immediate death!)  lvl 20 

Herbs (Require an Herbalist to administer them) 
Knitleaf Balm/Tea (stops Bleeding)     lvl 1 
Chillroot Paste (numbs an area)   lvl 1 
Snakeweed Tincture (resistant to Poison - 10 min), lvl 2 
Snakeweed Compress (stop Poison)   lvl 2 
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Gingko Tea (stops insanity due to mana loss) lvl 3 
Menderweed (cures minor injuries in animals) lvl 3 
Gingko Infusion (extends mana effect for rituals) lvl 4 
Starflower Tincture (cures minor illnesses)  lvl 4 
Coolleaf Poultice (breaks minor fever)  lvl 4 
Enyalie Decoction (resistant to Charm etc. 10 min) lvl 4 
Elven Tea (Resistance to Sleep for 10 min)  lvl 5 
Ranchshrooms (cures ailments in animals)  lvl 6 
Sagebrush Censor (repels spirits)   lvl 6 
Moonroot Compress (cures moderate illness) lvl 7 
Deathcap Liniment (Resurrects* if within 1 min) lvl 8 
Dreamgrass Decoction (you are partially Ethereal) lvl 9 
Sundrop Mushroom Poultice (cures major illness) lvl 11 
Trollpalm Poultice (restores some use of hacks) lvl 13 
Warders Bark Infusion (stops Terror effect)  lvl 14 
Enyalie Essence (Resistant to mental effects 10 min)lvl 16 
Sage Ash Paint (spirits can’t affect you)  lvl 19 
Ginko Essence (extends mana for rituals)   lvl 20 
Sundrop Essence (a passable vaccine for 1 hour) lvl 25 
Thundergrip Tonic (Giant Strength but Stupid) lvl 28 
Rosemaster Seeds (excellent for new recipes) lvl 31 
Monster Calming Rub (monster type  ignores you) ½ rarity2 

Monster Repellent Oil (monster type  avoids you) ½ rarity2 

Real World Herbs and their Actions/Effects 
White Sage: clears and protects 
Elderberry: protection from evil or magic 
Damiana: Brings vivid dreams 
Mugwort: moon based plant, moves energy, digestive, 
[Solar or Lunar Infusion can effect results] 
Chamomile: Calming and cures illness 
Hops: relaxes nervous system 
Valerian: sleeping aid 
Skullcap: revitalizes nervous system 
Lemon Balm: antiseptic 
Nettle: strength, digestion 
Ginseng: increase energy 
Cayenne: blood coagulant, stops bleeding 
Comfrey: mends bones, ligaments 
Plantain: draws out poisons, infection, etc 
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Bilberry: improves eyesight 
Milk thistle: only known antidote for death cap mushroom 
Lavender: antidepressant, antiseptic 
Saint Johns Wart: antidepressant 
Garlic: antibiotic, antiviral 
Guarana: stimulant, alertness 
Yerba Mate: alertness 
Chicory: stimulant 
Ginko: memory, mind aid 
Rosemary: aids memory, anti inflammatory 
Gotukola:  aids memory 
Usnea: Antibiotic, antifungal 
Sage: spiritual, clarifying, protective 
Henna: ritual energy focus 
 

Trinkets, Mechanics, and Sciences 
Simple Locks, Mechanics      lvl 1 
Water Clocks      lvl 2 
Sand Timer      lvl 3 
Mirrors      lvl 4 
Small Lasso Traps     lvl 5 
Mechanical Advantage (Lever, pulley)  lvl 5 
Mechanic Trap Deactivation    lvl 5 
Agriculture        lvl 6 
Pottery      lvl 7 
Domestication Skills    lvl 8 
Archery Mechanics    lvl 9 
Mining Principles    lvl 10 
Sailing and Boat Mechanics   lvl 11 
Calendar Creation and Understanding lvl 12 
Unique Writing Systems   lvl 13 
Complex Trapping Skills   lvl 14 
Core Wheel Mechanics   lvl 15 
Complex Masonry    lvl 16 
Bronze Working     lvl 17 
Optics      lvl 21 
Philosophy Craft    lvl 22 
Animal Riding and Use   lvl 23 
Major Construction    lvl 24 
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Iron Working     lvl 25 
Theology     lvl 31 
Civil Service     lvl 32 
Currency     lvl 33 
Engineering     lvl 34 
Metal Casting     lvl 35 
Compass     lvl 41 
Education     lvl 42 
Chivalry     lvl 43 
Machinery     lvl 44 
Physics     lvl 45 
Steel      lvl 46 
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(Junior League) Martial Artist Prestige Class- Forms 
and Variations 
CORE STYLES OF ROEKRON 
For the core style players must complete a style all the way to 10th lvl before 
going on to other classes.  They are allowed to be more than on Style, but must 
choose when they first enter this class and then must keep equal levels in ALL 
styles they take. 
Requirements:  Must have the Dancer Trade Craft, must be trained by a 
Master (another player who has lvl 10 in the style- there are no guilds for styles) 

Restrictions:  Can wear no armor.  Semi-
Martial Class. 

 
Fire Style - Martial Arts 

1. Hack, Impale (MA only) 
2. Berserk, Burning Touch: 

Convoke (MA only) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Earth Style - Martial Arts 
1. Endure, Healing Factor (Elite) 
2. Empathic Strike (MA only), 

Absorb Effect: (hands only) 
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Water Style - Martial Arts 
1. Disarm (hands only), 

Spellturning (all MA) 
2. Dispel/Reflect Magic 

(Convoke), Reflect 
Melee Attack (hands 
only) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Air Style - Limited Martial Arts  (deals no damage), 
1. Acrobatics, Hide, Disarm (MA Only) 

2. Avoid, Flying, Light Ray 
Strike (Convoke). 
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Thunder Style - Martial Arts 
1. Duel and Might Strike 

(MA only) 
2. Chi Strike (Convoke: no 

mana cost), Divine Gift 
(Elite- spell sphere 
delivery) 

3.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Heaven Style- Martial Arts 
1. Hack (no damage),  Vitals Knockout (MA only) 

(Convoke). 
2. Ninja Duel Elite, Chi Block Vitals: 1 Mana (Convoke).  

Target looses all abilities.  (hands only) 
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Lake Style - Martial Arts 

1. Feet Count as Hands (MA only), Acrobatics, Evasive 
Shimmering (+4 AV). 

2. Limited Charm- ROR only. 
Avoid. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mountain Style - Martial Arts 
1. Brace prevents 1 damage, Combat Shimmering Elite, 
2. Unbreachability, Giant Strength (Elite- +1 to effective 

size) (MA only) 
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THE OUTS: 
All the Core Martial Artist Style in Roekron have similar OUT 
skills.   For simplicity they are listed below as one list. 

CORE OUTS all Styles 
1. Forms:  You lvl in this class counts as your lvl in Dancer 

as well, Cat Sense:  Scouting and can see spirits. 
2. Improved Cat Sense:  Sense Ambush and Blind Fighting, 

Philosophy:  As Forms but for Diplomat and 
Peacekeeper. 
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SORCEROR CLASS 
 

 
 
RESTRICITONS: (mage only) must have reading/writing Trade Craft, can 
not use any prefab spells aka “Fire Ball” “Tree Form” “Fear Aura”. 
Sorcerers:  The ever studious wizards, they are committed to their efforts to understand 
the language of dragons aka magic.  Never wasting time on the pre fab spells these mages 
are obsessed with on creating their OWN magic.  Sorcerers are usually challenged when 
it comes to interacting socially with others and would prefer to study their various tomes 
on Elder Sorcery. Not the best person to hold a conversation or negotiate with but very 
helpful with reading magic runes or navigating a library! If you are playing a Sorcerer, 
carry a book, be very distractible by magical phenomena, use a plethora of elaborate 
vocabulary that other people don’t know the meaning of.  
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When creating “improvised” spells aka “on the spot” situations - Sorcerers have a 
proficiency X2 level. - Sorcerers also have identify at level (by Tier of item – for instance  
you would need to be a 11th level sorcerer to identify a tier 2 item etc.)  
 
Tier 1: Gain an Elder Sorcery slot 
 Choose one of the 5 schools of magic and learn 1st level words in that 
discipline and 1st level in celestial.  For every level you gain afterward- 
add the next OP of words in that discipline and celestial. 
Tier 2: Gain another Elder Sorcery slot 
Choose one of the 5 schools of magic and learn 1st level words (or 6th level 
if you already went that type) of that discipline and 6th level celestial 
words.  For every level you gain afterward- add the next OP of words in 
that discipline and celestial 
Tier 3: Gain another Elder Sorcery slot  
Choose extra trade craft (Alchemist, Herbalist, Jeweler, Smith, 
Musician, Dancer, Tailor/seamstress,   
Choose one of the 5 schools of magic and learn 1st level (or 6th level if you 
already have that discipline) words in that discipline .  For every level you 
gain afterward- add the next OP of words in that discipline 
Tier 4: Gain another Elder Sorcery slot 
Choose one of the 5 schools of magic and learn 1st level (or 6th level if you 
already have that discipline) words in that discipline. For every level you 
gain afterward- add the next OP of words in that discipline. 
Tier 5: Gain another Elder Sorcery slot 
Choose one of the 5 schools of magic and learn 1st level (or 6th level if you 
already have that discipline) words in that discipline. For every level you 
gain afterward- add the next OP of words in that discipline. 
Tier 6: Gain another Elder Sorcery slot 
Pick one word that YOU and ONLY YOU know and can use that is 
NOT in the book! (GM Approved of course)  
Choose one of the 5 schools of magic and learn 1st level (or 6th level if you 
already have that discipline) words in that discipline. 
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Teriock Specialty Races 
If you want to be a specialty race please speak to a GM first.  Usually 
we require that you become one of the common races first before you 
delve into the specialty races. 
 

 
ONI  
SIZE: 1 AV: 0 INT: Average  
Description: Muscular, ugly (but not by Ork standards), Short and Stocky 
orks. 
Notes: Oni are Urukai that have evolved to be very short and stocky but 
are just as smart and formidable as their bigger cousins. They cannot 
retreat from a battle unless ALL their opponents in the vicinity (10-foot 
radius) are unconscious. 
The Oni are also cultural 
Samurai and start 1st teir in 
this class.  Oni follow the 
Bramah pantheon of gods. 
(Vishnu, Brama, Shiva etc.) 
They are also a Hierarchal 
society based on the 
smallness of things.  The 
smaller someone is the 
closer they are to godliness 
or inner oneness.   
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PHRAINTS 
HP: 1 Mana: 1 SIZE: 3 
AV: 2 RARITY: 1 INT: Average 
Description: Partial-Humanoid. Phraints look like giant Praying Mantises 
with only two arms and two legs. Most Phraints are Green and are 
essentially sexless.  There is a 2% chance you could be a Red Phraint (roll 
if desired) and are male. Red Phraints are able to use magic. If you are 
female and roll as a Red 
Phraint see GM! 
Abilities: Leap. They are 
totally without feeling 
(immune to Fear etc.). 
They have an 
exoskeleton (equivalent 
chain armor) and thus 
cannot wear any other 
armor. 
Notes: Phraints are 
never mages (unless the GM says you can be a Red Phraint). 

 
WENPORT ELF 
HP: 1 Mana: 2 SIZE: 1 
AV: 0 RARITY: 1 INT: Average 
Description: Pigmy elves that evolved on the West Salamani Isle.  These 
small elves are natural sea fairer and fisherman that are highly sought after 
for captains of voyages. 
Abilities: Immune to 
mind effects. climbing, 
Cultural 
corsair/amazons (tier 1) 
can sense natural 
effects of the next 
encounter.   
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DESERT SAURAG  
ROR: 50 HP: 1 Mana: 2 SIZE: 3 
AV: 2 RARITY: 1 INT: Average - Dense. 
Description: Partial Humanoid, like lizard men. 
Abilities: These lizard men come in three 
varieties; Desert, Swamp, and Imperial 
Swamp.  Desert Saurags have no tails and 
are quick-witted. Because of their rate of 
recovery it takes you twice as long to heal.  
After someone heals you or gives you first 
aid count to 20 before being healed.  Because 
of their culture you have Desert Native 10th 
lvl hunting and gathering in desert areas 
only, tracking in deserts only, resistant to 
desert weather.  Start out lvl -1.  Because 
you have scales you must wear custom 
armor.  
 

 
 

COBBEN 
HP: 1 Mana: 2 SIZE: 3 
AV: 2 RARITY: 1 INT: Average 
Description: Partial Humanoid, Human 
body with a horses head and horns. 
Abilities: Cobben are matriarchal and will 
always look to the strongest female in a 
group as a leader. Cobben also have a 
random spirit item (see charts) that cannot be 
looted.  This item you must spend 1 mana to 
bring into existence for 1 encounter, 
afterwards it dissipates back into your soul.  
These items always do magic damage (if 
they deal damage) and gain powers as you 
increase in levels.  Cobben will never have 
more then 2 magic items do to the nature of 
their spirit item. 
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Tei Koban Cobben Cultural Class:  
 
The Spirit item of a Tei Koban is linked to the clan of which they are raised in.  
Spirit item always does Magic Damage. The spirit item forces user to level up in 
the following way:   
Lvl 6:  Tier 1  clan monk skills when the spirit item is summoned 
Lvl 11:  gain Tier 1 clan monk style skills when using a weapon of the same 
type as your Spirit Item- this counts as your class slot for lvl 11. 
Lvl 16:  gain Tier 2 Clan monk skills when your spirit item is summoned. 
Lvl 21:  gain Tier 2 Clan monk skills when using an item of the same type as 
your spirit item- this counts as a class slot for lvl 21. 
Lvl 26:  Clan style monk skills at all times. 
User can not learn any other monk classes outside their clan due to cultural and 
spiritual limitations with the ancestors. User can not teach their skills to others 
because it is a blessing from the ancestors.  User can not wear armor or helms 
and use their monk skills.  Tei Koban can NOT use monk skills through their 
spirit item.  
 
�Chi Clan – Earth Style 
�Sui Clan – Water Style 
�Ka Clan – Fire Style 
�Fū Clan – Air Style 
�Kū Clan – Heaven Style 

 Rai Clan – 
Thunder Style 

  Ko Clan – Lake Style 
 San Clan – Mountain 

Style 
 
Tei Koban are matriarchal. Clans can inter marry but husbands must live in the 
home of the wife and the children are raised by her Mother - thus the children 
become the clan of the mother NOT the father.  Their native language is Japanese 
but with a Maori accent.  When they reach maturity they will have the tattoo of 
their Clan put upon their face. Their religion is Japanese Mythology and you 
must follow this pantheon (no acceptations).  Dancing is a huge part of their 
culture!  The dances the children learn as they grow up are based on the monk 
class styles of their clan and prepare the children when they go through the 
change and connect with the ancestors through their spirit item.  This set in a 
Medieval Japanese backdrop will give you enough to get started as a Tei Koban. 
They are very insular by nature – as with the other specialty classes you MUST 
speak with the GM before creating this type of character. 
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Cobben Spirit Item chart 
(If you roll under 34 (or 100) you could be a Tei Koban Cobben) 

1. Throwing Star 
2. Jian (Chinese short sword) 
3. Dao (Chinese Broad Sword) 
4. Mingdao Long Sword 
5. Wing Chun (butterfly pair of cutlass 
6. Miaodao (Chinese Claymore sword)  
7. Dagger 
8. Tanto 
9. Jitte 
10. Wakasahi 
11. Katanna 
12. Dai katan 
13. Throwing Axe 
14. War Hammer 
15. Naginata 
16. Kama 
17. Sai 
18. Kusari Gama 
19. Javelin 
20. Kumi Bow 
21. Arrow 
22. Staff 
23. Spear 
24. Hook Swords 
25. blowgun 
26. Makabishi 
27. Sode and Kote (arm Grieve) 
28. Haidate – Leg Grieve 
29. Do – Body Armor 
30. Arm Claw 
31. Trident pole arm 
32. Fan 
33. Net 
34. Short sword 
35. Broad sword 
36. Long Sword 
37. Great Sword 
38. Dagger 
39. Ninjato  
40. saber 
41. Axe 
42. Hand Axe 
43. Hammer 
44. Small Flail 
45. medium Flail 
46. Buckler Shield 
47. Large Shield 
48. Tower Shield 
49. Helm 
50. Staff 

51. Rod 
52. Wand 
53. Hat 
54. Cloak 
55. Belt 
56. Gloves 
57. Boots 
58. socks 
59. Rope 
60. Umbrella 
61. cup 
62. fork 
63. pan 
64. bowl 
65. spoon 
66. knife 
67. quill 
68. Canteen  
69. Small Box  
70. necklace 
71. crown 
72. Sheers  
73. bucket 
74. paint brush 
75. hair comb 
76. book 
77. oar 
78. spy glass 
79. compass 
80. tent 
81. chair 
82. lantern 
83. fishing rod 
84. crystal orb 
85. Spiel 
86. Stake 
87. key 
88. Sickle 
89. tongs 
90. Mortar and Pestle 
91. needle and thread 
92. spinning wheel 
93. blanket 
94. pillow 
95. towel 
96. divining rod 
97. scroll (map?) 
98. musical instrument 
99. roll twice and combine 
100. Chose your own (GM approved)
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Signals used in FanWar to alert players to your current state or mode.
 

 

“Soaring”        “Diving”  

 

     

“Out Of Game”    “Hiding” 
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“Convoke!”  “Invoke!” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Tree Form”      “Ethereal” 
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“Ethereal Soaring” 
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Notes:
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Total Level: 
 
Quick Check-Off Skills Chart   
Barbarian: Threat/ Hack:  Magic and Missile Resist/Smell: 

Samurai: Duel/Defy Death:    Duel Tech/BowOut 

Knight: Charge/Improv. Str:   Knockback/Giant Strength: 

Veteran: Brace/Vitals Prot. : Improv Brace/Unbreachable: 

Paladin: Jumpstart/Might Strike:SpellturnShield, Rem.Charm 

Assassin:     Mar.Arts/Acro:   Mastery/Dispatch: 

Amazon: Throwing/Swim/Impale: Flying/Combat Shimmer: 

Archer: Disarm/Multi:  Reflexes/Crit Elite: 

Thief:  Search/Hide:  Stealth/Loot 

Ranger: Endure/Snare/Scout  Spellturn/Avoid 

Flame: Flame/Fire:  Elder Sor. 

Storm: Lightning/Ice:  Elder Sor. 

Life:  Med/Light:  Elder Sor. 

Necro: Terror/Death:  Elder Sor. 

Nature: Empath/Tree:  Elder Sor. 
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Character Description/Picture: 

 

 

 
 
Character Money:    Date: 
 
Money in the Bank:   Date: 
 
 
 
Other Items: 
 
 
 
Magic Items: 
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Level 
Sets 
Played   Date   Initial by GM     

1                 

2                 

3                 

4                 

5                 

6   Pick a Class:           

7                 

8                 

9                 

10                 

11   Add a Class:           

12                 

13                 

14                 

15                 

16     Add a Class:         

17                 

18                 

19                 

20                 

21       Add a Class:       

22                 

23                 

24                 

25                 

26         Add a Class:     

27                 

28                 

29                 

30                 

31           Add a Class:   
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N a m e :  

 

  
J u n i o r  L e a g u e  C h a r a c t e r  S h e e t  

 
C h a r a c t e r  N a m e :  

 
 
 

S p e c i e s :  
 
 

L e v e l :  
 

 
 

    
 


